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96.
in-with
mid substantially agrees
yours," said Colonel Guilfoyle today
to the Associated Press.
Peen today v. Agua Prieta, General

AMERICANTROOPS
IN BATTLE WITH

Ojeda..'-commandefr--

of

the

Mexican

ral troops, said:
"All there is to the affair is that

nehting Maderislas tried to cross the
line yesterday morning at 5 o'clock
when the negro troops tried to ar-reEt them.
They fired and the neBLOODY ENGAGEMENT IS FOUGHT groes fled. At 7.30 a. m. I started
l.r.0 federals to Naco.
The .road they
BOUNINTERNATIONAL
ON
ha dto travel goes close to the borDARY NEAR DOUGLAS
der line. When they reported the
place where the shota were fired in
the
MEN
KILLED
ARE
ONLY FOUR
morning the negro troops opened
fire on them.
My men retreated a
short distance and returned the fire
ALL MEMBERS OF THE FEDERAL as
long as the negroes fired. M
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
troops did not fire first."

MEXICANS

MEXICO

COMMANDERS MAKE REPORTS
THAT THE

OP- -

POSING FORCES FIRED THE
FIRST

Dally" Maxim

I

de Baca certainly
is one well informed man. No?

141,000

REACHES THE

THE STREET

CAPITAL
T

drad
Douglas, Ariz., March
and an ur'fntwn
Mexican soldiers
number o: wounded were taken to
i!ua PrieU today from the point on
border live ir.iles
the
from here where two troops of the
Ninth United States cavalry fought a
30 minutes' battle with Mexican regulars yesterday. More than 2,000
shots were fired by the American
inte-unlion-

troopers and it is estimated that fully as many were fired by the Mexicans. None of the Americans was
hit. Neither side crossed the international border.
Colonel Guilfoyle commanding the
Ninth cavalry has sent a detailed report of the skirmish to the war department at Washinton. He said to
day he did not anticipate any further
trouble. As a precaution, however,
the usual border patrol of the Ninth
cavalry was increased this mornin.1.
Everything was quiet along the line
today.
General Ojeda, Mexican commander
at Agua Prieta, today declared that
the American troops fired first. This
is denied by United States army
Li
Lieutenant Nicholoson,
command of the guard patrol mount
of 15 men which first engaged the
Armstrong,
Mexicans, and Captain
F
who commanded Troops L and
when they come to the relief of the
guard mount, declared today that a
volley of shola came from the Mexican side before the fire was resumed
by the Americans.
According to the accounts given by
the army officers, Lieutenant Nicholson and his 14 men were fired upon
without warning by 75 Mexican feder-als. The guard mount returned the
fire, but in a few minutes retreated
to the C. A. Smelter, sending to the
camp of the Ninth for reinforcements.
Troops B and F under Captain
Armstrong, responded with a machine
gun and 120 rounds of ammunition per
man. At sight of the reinforcements
the' Mexicans again began firing. The
troopers replied vigorously and a
general engagement was soon on. The
opposing' forces were stationed in
skirmish lino, 300 yards apart, with
the International line between them.
After 30 minutes, the Mexicans retreated beyond the range of the troop.
ers' rifles.
An Incident which preceded the
skirmish, and which is believed by
some observers to have some connection with it, was the arrest by the
Ninth cavalry border patrol Saturday
afternoon of Juan Castillo as he waa
trying to cross from the American
side to Agua Prieta with messagefrom E. Calles, leader of the Made-rlstjunta iu Douglas, to Calles followers In Sonora. The messages were
addressed to the commander of the
MadcriBta. force which disarmed the
last
federal garrison at Fronteras
woe, and demanded the Immediate
release of two Maderlsta officers hold
captive hy the regulars. Castillo is
Htill detained by the authorities, and
the messages are in the hands of Colonel Guilfoyle.
Soon after the arrest of the rebel
messenger Saturday a few shots were
fired across the line at a squad of
the border patrol. The sergeant in
charge of the federal garrison of
Agua Prieta and Felipe Luna, were
executed at Agua Prieta yesterday on
order of General Ojeda on charges of
conspiracy agaist the Huerta regime.
Commandem Give Statements
"All I have to say is that my report, wort to Washington this morna

-

--

There
north are still interrupted.
has been practically no nail from the
United States for 15 days ?xc.ipt that
Cruz.
brought by steamer to Ve

clear up the mystery.

The cabman

who drove Mrs. Mills from the home
of Mrs. H. L. Stevens in Evanston to

the railroad station was closely questioned by the police early in the day,
after which he was allowed to go.
Alttack Made By Mexican.
Notice has been sent u every bank
Washington, March 3 Although
of
chief
statf
the country to wach for the $1,000
in
General
Wood,
Major
of the army, called on the command- bills spent by Mrs. Mills. The money
ing officer of Douglas, Arizona, for a lost or stolen from Uie victim is in
full report on the alleged killing of $1,000 bills.
tour Mexicans in a horde; fight wita
Ninth cava'iry trooph, nothing had
been heard of the affair early Jiay.
THE
Army officers reiterated their con- TRIPP DEFENDS
American
if
troopers
the
viction that
fired on Mexican soldiers, it was in
NEW AUDITOR LAI
defense, after an attack had been
made on them.
SAYS ATTACK ON MEASURE BY
Attack Led by Indians
A telegram received at the war
THE LAS VEGAS DEMOCRAT
IS UNWARRANTED
later in the day from Gen
eral fsliss'at Fort Sam Houston, near
Tripp of
San Antonio, confirmed reports of a
Representative George
clash between American troops andj San Miguel county, who was here Satmorning urday nnd Sunday on a brief visit, deMexican soldiers yesterday
near Douglas, Ariz., but minimized the clared the attack by the Las Vegas
affair very much. The general report- Democrat upon the measure introduced the Mexicans fired first across the ed by him and passed by the legislaline, that the Americans returned the ture, relating to the duties of the
which traveling auditor, was unwarranted.
fire wounding one Mexican,
was the only casualty. The Ameri- Mr, Tripp says the new law provides
that the traveling auditor shall work
cans did not cross the line.
under the direction of the state audiA later dispatch declared M'at on
Mexican was killed. It reported that tor, which system prevails In many
the American troops had been attack- states. He says one official should
ed by CO Yaqut Indians nnd Irregular be responsible for all of the auditing
Mexicans, led by Francisco Eseahado. work done. As far as the charge that
the traveling auditor Ib deprived of
Extortion for American
Americans and other foreigners in work by the new law is concerned.
id, the alleCiudad Porfirio Diaz,' Mexico, are Representative Tripp
threatened with exortion by Colonel gation if not based on fact. lie said
Carranza, a rebel who has demanded the traveling auditor will be Just as
$20,000 to $25,000 to pay and feed his busy nil he has been, a large portion
state volunteers. Colonel Carranza, of the auditing work and bank
being placed in his hands.
according to reports from Eagle Pass,
forthnot
if
is
the
money
Texas, says
coming he will not bo responsible for
BANANA CROP THREATENED
the depredations his men may com3.
Wue.riolds, Nicaragua, March
mit
banana
the
threatened
Serious
loss is
The consul at Chihuahua reports
Governor Gonzales still is detained fv crop on the east coast of Nicaragua
examination by a special court, al- due to the appearance of a strange
though exonerated by a court martial blight that attacks only the older and
for complicity in a plot to resist the larger plants. The plant dies within
government. The whereabouts o' a few weeks after attack. It is estiOrozco still are unknown in Chili ua- - mated that this year's exports may
be reduced ono half owing to the
on Page Five)
1 Continued
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LEGISLATURE

TEXAS

RESUMES

Austin, Texas, March 3. After a IS GREETED BY MS. TAFT
recess of two weeks, due to
the
spread of the spinal meningitis epidemic, the Texas legislature reassem WILL BE GUEST OF RETIRING
EXECUTIVE TONIGHT AT THE
bled for business today. While therj
are still numerous cases of the dread
WHITE HOUSE
malady in the city, it is believed that
no ifurther interruption of the sessions
Washington, March 5. President-- ,
of the legislature will be necessary.
elect Vv'oodrow Wilson and uis family arrived al the Union station at
'3:46 o'clock. They were met at the
train by Thomas Nelson Page, who
'
TODAY N CONGRESS.
escorted them through a lane of
Princeton university students to the
: president's room in the station, where
3.
March
Senate: a reception committee greeted him.
Washington,
Considered confirmation of presidenColonel Spencer S. Cosby was waittial nominations in executive session. ing at the station witn one of the
House.
Considered miscellaneous white House automobiles as the personal
representative of President
le?,l8itljij..
""was, a senate bill authorizing
Taft, prepared to take Mr. and Mrs.
for lighthouses and lightships. Wilson to their hotel. The reception
committee had provided carriages.
Thomas Nelson Page and Wi'iliam
TWO
Corcoran
Eustls went to the traln
THIRDS
REQUIRED
to meet the incoming president and
party. The other members waitIS NOT FORTHCOMING his
ed in the president's room, where a
short reception was to be held.
President-elec- t
.Wilson and Mrs.
IN
NEEDED
TWO VOTES
THE
Wilson reached their hotel from the
HOUSE TO REPASS COUNTY
union station at 4:16 p. m. They were
SALA, IES BILL
driven from the staMon in, a White
The othr memSanta Fe, N. M., March 3. By the House automobile.
vote of 30 to 17 the house this after- bers of the president-elect'- s
family
noon deferred action upon the county followed in another machine.
Hands played, soldiers were marcn-in- g
salaries bill, which waa passed by the
from incoming trains and thousenate last week over the governor's
veto.
This indicates the exact sands of visitors in holiday array
stiength of the measure in the house. were parading th streets today, unIt is still short two votes of the nec- der a brilliant sun and cloudless sky,
necessary for mak- awaiting the arrival of Woodrow Wilessary
in
law
a
face of the execu- son, who is to become president of
the
ing it
tive's veto. Much pressure is being the United States tomorrow.
So heavy was the traffic on all
brought to bear upon the members in
an effort to secure the required vote railroads converging into the capital
in favor of the bill. Officeholders, that many trains were late, delaying
democratic as wel as republican, are the arrival of thousands of visitors
pleading with the democratic; mem- and participants in the inaugural pabers to give their support to the rade.
The arrival of tr.e new president
measure which will allow them to
dratt; pay for the first time since they and his family with about BfiO studassumed their duties In January, ents from Princeton university and
1912. ' Much oratory
and a hot de- the Essex troop of New Jersey was
occur
when the the magnetic event of the day. The
to
are
bate
expected
matter comes up in the house tomor- Wilson party was scheduled to reach
the Union station at 3:35 o'clock this
row.
The senate was in session a short afternoon. All details for their retime this afternoon and deferred ac- ception were ready. The reception
the committee planned to assemble an
tion upon tlio bill abolishing
mounted police, the Johnson
grass hour before the time.
Thomas Nelson Page, cnairman of
bill and the fence act. These measures are ail scheduled to come up for the committee, expected to meet the
and his family when
passage tomorrow. With the close of president-elec- t
the session drawing near, the legisla- they a'iighted from their special
ture is making an effort to finish up train. The Princeton students were
of ready to form a lane from the train
A large amount
business.
Its
ork is cut out for the legislators, shed to the president's room in the
nowever, and it is more than likely Union station and between the walls
that nteM scsainnp will be necessary. of Prlncetonlans, Mr. Wilson and his
family were to pass to meet the members of the official committee.
ENGINE BLOWS UP
The reception will bo brief, after
Philadelphia, "Marcu 3 A locomowithout military escort, the
which,
tive drawing a special train carryWilsons will be driven to their hotel,
National
the Massachusetts
ing
where the committee will leave them.
Guard from Newland to Washington
At 6 o'clock Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
for the inauguration blew up at East
will he escorted by Colonel Spencer
.
N.
the
Pennsylvania
on,
Rahway,
S. Cosby, President Taft's aide, to
railroad at 9:15 o'clock this morning.
White House, where President
the
loof
the
The engineer and fireman
and1 Mrs. Taft will greet the Wilsons
comotive were badly injured, but no
In the P,Iua Room.
passengers were hurt. Three of the
The members of the Wilson recepwere
blocked, interfering
four tracks
tion committee are: Thomas Nelson
with the inauguration traffic.
rage, chairman; Theodore W. Moyes,
vice chairman; TT. Prescott Gatley,
TO BIND SENATORS
secretary; Senators Charles A. CulDenver, March 3. The senate to berson, Thomas A. Gore, James Mar- day referred to the committee on ton-- tin, .Tames E. Marline, Lee S.
amendments the resolution man, .Tamos O'Gorman, Hoke Smith,
Senator
Ilayden which provided John It. Thornton and John Sharp
by
senators be bound Williams.
that
vote
the people's choice
for
to
Representatives A. S. Burleson,
thereby
for the United States senate in 3015. Henry D. Clayton, Henry D. Flood,
The vote to refer was J5 to 14, taken E. S. Henry, o. M. James, William
after a lengthy discussion. The house A. Jones, Gordon Lee, A. M. palmer,
devoted tlie morning to a considera- Swager Sherley, J. L. Siayden and
tion of the "one day in seven est," Edward W. Townsend, nnd Dr. Wallace Raddiffe, Tra E. Bennett, Aldis
hill, but no action was taken.
two-third- s

J--

1
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ROBBED

To Start Military Rule
firm
Mexiro City, March 3. The
MONEY
WAS IN BIG BILLS
and enegetic military rule promised
unMexican
new
government
by the
41
der Provisional President Huerta HER SATCHEL
CONTAINED
this
probably will be inaugurated
NOTES OF THE DENOivllNA-Oweek.
Huerta has had eight days'
$1,000 EACH
of conference with fhe various rebel
sent
commissioners
by
chiefs or with
and
Chicago, March 3. Chicago
them. The government is now dis
operated
posed to consider as irreconcilable all Evanston police officials
those rebels who continue to delay today in investigating the mysterious
deflninte recognition of the new or- disappearance of the $41,m0 which
was either lost or stolen from Mrs,
der of things.
Mabel Mills, 45 years old, wife of a
StilTActive
Zapatistas
The program of pacification will, it wealthy real estate dealer of San An
is exieoted, be put to some severe tonia, Tex. Mrs. Mills is in a serious
tests. A band of adherents of Zapata condition at EvanFfon In a hospital.
fired on a a federal troop train run- due to a wound on the ba.-- k of her
ning from the capital to Cuernavaca head which she received either from
yesterday and GO soldiers were killed a blow dealt by robbers or a fall.
She was found ou the doorstep of
or wounded. Similar baiAls of Zapatistas continue committing raids in Mrs. A. J. Cooper in Evanston and re
the federal district itself and in the moved to a hospital wtifcve she was
state of Morelos indicating that some revived and told the police a story n?
mountaineer rebels to the south of having drawn $43,000 ft o n a Chicago
the capital are determined to keep up bank Saturday and sper.i.'.i'jthe on a shopping tour in ;fa; idrect
their guerilla warfare despite
negotiations between the government and then dining wih. a w'j.'iati friend
in Evanston. She said- she 'sn'.feied
and the brothers Zapta.
While the federal government ex- intensely from the cold when she
presses itself as Banguine of success started back to Chicago and that she
in the northern states, a lack of har- had no recollection of how she lost
mony between the various hands of the money.
When the woman was found she
rebels in that region was developed
on the arrival here of representative was unconscious and her pocketbook
was open. Mrs. Mills was reported
of OrozCo and other chiefs.
de- to have spent a comfortable night and
to
tomorrow
be
are
and
Today
voted to conferences between these to be improving this morning.
Four women will be questioned by
rebel representatives and the ministers of war and interior. The rail- Chief Shaffe.r of the Evanston police
to
roads between the capital and the department, today in an effort

K

MARCH 3, 1913.

Santa Fe, N. M., March 3. The
mouted police received a letter from
Mounted Policeman Lambert stating
that a little girl near Taylor, N, M.,
OF
ON
has been attacked by a woman at
whose house she was staying and
that the woman Inflicted a wound on
the child's stomach, using a hot iron.
The first news of the cruelty reached
the secretary of state, Hon. Antonio
AN
IS GIVEN
WIFE OF WEALTHY SAN ANTON-IA- Lucero, who received a letter from PRESIDENT-ELECF. A. Carter, agent of the El Paso
OVATION AT THE UNION
FOUND UNCONSCIOUS IN
land Southwestern at Taylor.
The
STATION
CHICAGO
letter was turned over to Captain
Fornoff who at once put Lambert on
SERIOUS WOUND ON THE HEAD the case. The little girl was taken COMES IN SPECIAL
TRAIN
to Springer where she was given a
good home, with people who (do not
IS ACCOMPANIED BY HIS FAMILY
MRS. MILLS DOES NOT KNOW
vent their ill temper- at the ironing
AND DELEGATION OF PRINCEWHETHER SHE WAS STRUCK
' j
board.
TON MEN
OR FELL TO THE WALK

WOMAN

F

SHOTS

WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

BRANDED A GIRL.

;

EACH DECLARES

11

Mr.

Tonight and Tuesday
fair; temperature
unchanged.

VOL. XXXIV.

a

I
W-

Weather Forecast

!. Browne, Charles J. Bell, William
V. Cox, Henry E. Davis, Edward H
Droop, Rear Admiral George Dewey,

IHEN ENGAGED

John Joy Edson, Charles C. Gover,
the Right Rev. A. Harding, Justice
OUTDC
A. B. Hagner, Rudolph Kauffman,
Frankin Lane, Blair Lee, General
Nelson A. Miles, John Mcllhenny,
George F. McLanahan, R. Ross Perry, Cuno H. Rudolph, Arthur Peter,
the Rev. William T. Russe'tl, Edward
J. Stellwagen, Colonel S. E. Williams CROWDS IN WASHINGTON WATCH
and Fred A. Walker.
PASSAGE OF MONSTER
At the union station beginning at
PARADE
an early hour the crush of arriving
thousands, swelled by the curious
and those on hand to welcome THOUSANDS AEE IN TEE LINE
friends, taxed the efforts of hundreds

GREAT

PAGEANT

SUF-FRAG-

of police.
Among

ALL CLASSES
OF INDUSTRIES
the delegations
arriving
BY
REPRESENTED
THE
Illiwere
the
those from
during
day
MARCHING AMAZONS.
nois, headed by Governor Edward F.
Dunne, and his staff; Delaware, Governor Miller; Pennsylvania, GoverDISPLAY
ALLEGBEICAL
nor Tener; New Jersey, Governor AN
North
Fielder;
Carolina, Governor
Craig; Alabama, Governor O'Neal, ON THE STEPS OF THE TREASand- - a large delegation from Maine,
URY BUILDING TABLEAUX
Michigan and Minnesota. Other mili'
ARE ENACTED.
tary which reached the city were
Fifth
Guard,
Maryland National
Massachusetts regiment and scores
Washington, D. C, March 3. In
of smaller military bodies.
the memories of the 331,000 residents-o- f
Washington a ' the 150,000 or
Bryan Only, Smiles
William J. Bryan arrived in Wash- more visitors now in the national
ington today and was escorted by a capital today will live as Woman's-daand as such will be remembered
reception committee to what is
known as the presidential suite in a as distinctly as tomorrow will be redowntown hotel. When addressed as membered as Wilson's day. For three-hour"Mr. Secretary" he merely smiled and
this afternoon the broad
said "thank you."
stretch of Pennsylvania avenue be"I am watching the newspapers with tween the capitol and the treasury-building- ,
great interest to learn who are to be
famous as the rente of the?
the members of the next .cabinet." presidential inaugura'i processions,
said Mr. Brayn.
resounded with the tread of B,009
"Are you still watching for the an- women and some hundreds of men
nouncement of the next secretary of marching under the banner of "Votes
state?"
for Women." The parade was more
to than a mere
"I am very much Interested
spectacle. As division
learn all about that appointment as after division passed down the avewell as the others," Mr. Bryan replied. nue the tens of thousands of spectaThji Nebraskun denied a published tors who lined both, sides of the hisroptfrt that he was holding up ' the toric thoroughfare were visibly imannouncement of the cabinet through
pressed by the profoundly earnest
a protect against the naming of Wil- character
of
the demonstration.
liam G. McAdoo of New York as secWhen the last section had passed
retary of the treasury.
from view more ithan, one pnedaior
.j'l
"I heard that story,'" he said, "as was
heard to express the opinion tlwl
soon as I reached here. All I can
was one of (hethe demonstration
say Is I wish men who write such most remarkable ever seen in rn y
news were compelled to sign their
country lin any cause.
names. That would not add weight
With flags flying1, Lands playirig;
to their words but would materially
and crowds cheering, tne womoit
lessen the likelihood of disseminat made a
gallant show as they marched
"
ing such
along. Women from every state ant
David Franklin Houston, chancellor women
of almost every nationality,
of Washington University at St. Louis,
women and working women.
society
was brought out today ny congres
women of the state and women who
sional cabinet makers as fitting the
have distinguished themselves In nudescription of the new secretary ot merous other
professions, all marchagriculture which has been said to ed shoulder to shoulder in the combe "a man little known ontsie his
mon cause.
own city, which is west of the
The parade was in five grand diviriver."
sions. Each division contained1
William Jackson Waters, of the
and each sectoin was headKansas state agricultural college was
ed by a brass. band. Each division
to
be still another leading pos.
said
was a chapter
in. the great - story
aibility.
which the pageant unfolded the
story of the struggle of women for
Princeton Honors Wilson.
and equality throughout the
liberty
Princeton, N. J., March 3. The ages.
longest special that has ever rolled
At the head ,of tjiie processiorn
out of Princeton carried Mr. Wilson
rode the statuesque leader, Miss Inez
and his family and their escort away
Milholland, garbed as a herald ami
to Washington today. As it pulled
trumpet and banner. After
carrying
out the president-elec- t
stood on the
the herald came musicians, a womplatform of the last of the fourteen en's
band, then a standard bearer,
cars. The smile on his lips vanished
then a mounted brigade. Following-thesas the train gained headway; his lips
were fifty ushers, dressed ins
were moving; the crowd ut his feet
blue and gold.
In
him
heard
the singing of the
join
The first division of the pageant
college anthem, "Her sons shall give
the) idea that the equal
presented
whiie they shall live three cheers
movement Is world wide-.suffrage
for old Nassau."
The next division showed by a eeiest
As the train disappeared Princeton of
four floats tne progress of 'the
saw him still standing uncovered.
suffrage movement in the United
Iong before the nour set for Mr. States. Other divisions comprised
Wilson's departure the students were delegations of women farmers, edu
trooping from the campus th rough cators, nurses, lawyers, physicians.
Blair Arch to the station. Tbev artists, musicians, writers, factory-workegathered, nearly a thousand strong,
and others to show tho many
around the long line of steel cars. professions and occupations in which
The townsmen were there in greattr women engage.
numbers.
These were followed by the slater
A sharp wind that set the banners delegations some
represented
and some by marchers.
fluttering, merrily and the great flag
Tho
over Nassua Ilall crackling, chilled c'iimax of the division was the bit?
the crowd, but they waited until he state car celebrating tho triumph of
arrived without murmering. It was the ton states now having equal suf10:30 o'clock when the president- frage and attempting
to Rhow the
elect walked out of the front door of needs of tho other etatos for
his home with Mrs. Wi'ison on his
privilege. In this division aparm and his daughters close behind. peared also a 'arge delogation of tnei
Ten minutes later they xached tho representing the Men's League
station.
Suffrage
Three automobiles carried the presidThe firing cf tho eicnal gm fr,r
ent-elect
and party from their home the start of tho processdott
t
to the station. Mr. Wilson was wear- the signal for the ononlng el tho
ing hla new silk, hat purchased espe- logoric&l pngcsnt c,n the jstrps f
cially for the inauguration. He posed treasury bunding. As the first m
s
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AilOnuEYSALARY

rn r'nniropn norc

As usual, Mr. Holt had the last
word. He began his remarks by the

Bernalillo was inconsistent, wl.i- i
was very unusual for him." To 11) .
Mr. Barth raised a point of order on
the ground that it was personality.
Mr. Holt intimated that the remark
was a complimnt and said with delicate irony that compliments were
not generally considered as personalities. However, if the gentleman from
Bernalillo desired, he would retract
the statement.
Mr. Holt paid a high tribute to the
governor, saying that he was an honorable, and conscientious man and
that he was beyond doubt quite sincere in his vetoes. He declared, however, that he believed the question
now before the senate had nothing to
do with any possible action on tie
part of the governor, but was purely
a matter for the best, judgment ot
the senate.
On roll call the bill carried as fol
lows:
For
Abeytia, Bowman, Burns,
Hartt Crampton, Gallegos, Clark,
Hinkle, Holt, Ilfeld, Laughren, Mlera,
Navarro, Page, Pankey, Sulzer. Total

UKutiLOdbLUOCO

-

DILL PASSED BY

THE SENATE
THE MEASURE GETS THROUGH
THE UPPER HOUSE AFTER
A LENGTHY
DEBATE
Santa Fe, March 3. The senate
Saturday afternoon passed the district
minor
attorney bill after several
amendments. The measure passed
the house a week ago and that body
is expected to concur In the senate
amendments when it meets today.
The measure was made the basis of
a strenuous fight by several of the
democrats.
The senate acted upon IS measures,
passing 15 of them, tabling two and
deferring one.
The district attorney bill was a special order and was taken up as soon
as the routine had been got out of the

j

0 SYIWOYEAliS'
SESSION
DEMOCRATIC
TACPOLITICAL
TICS PREVENTED
PASSAGE
OF MANY NEW LAWS. '

Washington, March 3. With the
of congress Tuesday
adjournment
noon the end will be written to two
years of
struggle within party ranks; and to three sessions of effort, only partially success,
ful, to adjuBt the differences between
a democratic house, a senate under
democratic-progressiv- e
control, and
a republican President
Many important pieces of 'legislation have been enacted within that
tim,e; investigations of a peculiar significance to the public have been
conducted; an.d many subjects of general interest have been laid aside
16.
without action. The tariff, attacked
way.
Against All dredge Evans, McCoy, alike from democratic and republican
Under suspension of the rules the
sources twice during that period, has
Walton. Total 5.
Mabry,
conbill as passed by the house was
were been the subject of attempted reviRomero
Barth
and
Senators
introduced
one
of
the
sidered Instead
was absent, sion, but
none of the proposed
in the senate. The differences are paired and Senator Doepp
excused.
been
effective.
became
having
changes
slight. It was announced by Senator
Senator
his
The
In
vote,
discongress opened
explaining
a
introduced
he
had
BaitU that
declared he opposed the bill in 1911 with a special session called
trict attorney bill, which had been
because he wanted a district attorney, by President Taft to consider Canaplaced on the president's table to be
coun. dian reciprocity; it ends with an extaken urt with the committee bill, and or at least an assistant, in every
contra session of the Sixty-thirty.
he asked that his bill be considered
gress only a few weeks away, to be
The Senate
with the other. Mr. Holt declared
called by President Wilson for a
that no such motion had been carried
The senate met at 2:30 and apnr?-.-enot
be
bill
general revision of the Payne-AlJricBarth
and moved that the
its journal. The first business tariff law. National conventions, the
considered with the house hill. This was
the reading of the governor's birth of a new party, a
general elecwas carried.
message,
rejecting the counsel fees tion, and a complete change of adTwo committee amendments were
resolution. Several committee (re- ministration have intervened between
adopted. One of them allows the diswere adopted, including a fa its
ports
beginning and its end. Activities
trict attorney only actual traveling
a
one on the act
vorable
expenses in place of lodging, railroad state bureau of mines. Tba enrolled of the short session now closing have
leen 'limited almost entirely to roufare, etc.. when away from their home
copies of Senate Bill 150, relative to tine work, because of the determinathe
authorizes
and'
the
other
county,
the state mine inspector were read
employment of Interpreters and ex- and signed. Senator Sulzer introduc- tion to leave to the new administraperts under direction of the district ed Senate Bill 183, increasing the tion all of the important subjects of
a general character.
court
powers and duties of the state board
Mr. Barth proposed an amendment
Perhaps the most important develof equalization and Senate Bill 184.
of the entire congress are
to the first district salary provision,
opments
of
scheme
a
for
assessing
the following:
so that the attorney would receive providing
property,
$2,800 and his assistant $1,200, This
Canadian reciprocity law passed,
Senate Bill
Mr. Barth introduced
was tabled. So was a similar amendbut
rejected by Canada.
of
the
division
the
lSo, prescribing
ment for the second district offered common
Wool, cotton, metal, and free list
death of
the
upon
property
by the same senator. Mr. Barth said the wife.
tariff bills passed, but vetoed by
that he thought it well to provide The senate
President Taft.
the
following:
passed
definitely for the salary of an assist- House Bill 104, with amendments, the
Constitutional amendment for popant when needed, otherwise some
election of senators submitted
ular
Bill
188,
Senatf
district
bill;
attorney
selfish attorney might not employ an
relative to county to the states.
law
the
amending
Assistant, but would attempt to do
Shipment of liquor into prohibition
schools; Senate Bill 61, fixing
all the work himself, to the detri- high
the time of court in the Seventh dis- states forbidden by law.
ment of the public interest.
Arbitration treaties with Great
trict; House Bill 37, increasing the
Senator Holt said that a plan simi jurisdiction of justices of the peace to Britain and France negotiated, but
lar to this had been discussed, both $200; Senate Bill 27, prohibiting the failed of ratification because of
at this and at the preceding session distribution of medicine samples; changes made by the senate.
but that it had been rejected.
House Bill 44, as amended, validating
Termination of the treaty of 1S32
The bill was read in full and Mr acknowledgements given before Unit- with Russia demanded
by congress.
Holt moved its mssage. Mr. Evans ed States commissioners; House Bill
Notice served on the world by the
to
inm7
sn unsuccessful attempt
HO, prohibiting minors from frequent- senate, that the United States will
amend the provision for the Fifth 'dis ing pool rooms; Senate Bill 132, fixing not
permit foreign nations to secure
trier, Mr. Barth attempted to have the time of court in the Sixth district;
military or naval footholds where
the salaries of all the districts, except Senate Bill 94, for the recording of
they might threaten safety of this
the Sixth, made' $1,000 a year. He seals and validation of certain ac country.
were
all
said he believed that they
Senate Bill 109,
Children's bureau created in deknowledgements;
worth that much money. His amned-men- t
the ter partment of commerce and labor.
act
the
creating
amending
was tabled.
Senate Bill 158,
ritorial engineer;
Panama canal law passed, estabMr. Barth offered as a substitute
changing the terms of regents of lishing free passage for American
for the district attorney bill under state Institutions so that all members
railroad-owneconsideration a measure which em- of a board, do not retire at once; Sen- coastwise ships, and barring
vessels from the canal.
bodied hia idea in regard to the di- ate Bill 157
amending the law relatCampaign publicity laws passed,
vision of salary- Mr. Holt held that
ing to county road bond issues so as requiring a
complete public accountbecause
was
out
of
order
the author
to conform to the constitution, and
of all campaign funds.
the senate had already rejected Sen- Senate Bill 155, for the formation of ing
William Borimer declared not enate Bill 124, Mr. Barth's other bill, rules of practice in the district court.
titled to seat as senator from Illiv.biih was identical or nearly so with
The senate tabled House Bill 112, nois.
the one he was offering. The senator
providing for the return- - of verdicts
Judge. Robert W. Archbald of comfrom Bona Ana and the senator fromi
by less than the whole number of
Bernalillo held a very warm parlia- jurors, and Senate Bill lfi", the Aus- merce court impeached and convicted
on chaises of judicial misconduct.
mentary squabble over this, lasting tralian ballot bill.
Money trust investigation conductseveral minutes. The discussion ended
to
Mr. McCoy attempted
ed, disclosing details of methods of
with a motion by Mr. Holt to table
Mr. Crampton as to the
the measure whether Mr. Barth call- prompt and unfavorable report on present day financial operation.
Campaign expenditures investigated it) a sulwtitute offered by way of this bill from the judiciary commitamendment or an amendment offered tee. All he got was a denial that the ed covering campaign funds of 1904,
1908 and 1912; and disclosing corresby way of a substitute. This carried. bill was unfavorably reported beMr. McCoy then spoke against the cause he had introduced it and a mo- pondence between John D. Arehbold
bill, saying that it was unreasonable tion to table it Immediately. He had of the Standard Oil company and
members of congress.
and should be defeated. He added that wanted it recommitted.
would
the
Investigation made of formation
governor
he believed that
Senate Bill 106, the state library
and operation of the United States
veto it He said it gave the district bill, was deferred for
printing.
Steel corporation.
attorney the same salary that was acThese comprise but. a few of the
corded a district Judge or the Attorney
laws
passed, investigations conductgeneral.
WOMEN THAT MEN ADMIRE,
ed, treaties passed on, and legislative
Mr. Crampton said that he .was
sorry Mr. McCoy had been madeth! It Is true men admire a pretty face subjects considered during the two
r asltory of the executive conscience. and a good figure, but sooner or lat- years of the
congress.
1'e said the salaries were not too er they learn that it is the healthy, The two great iersona4 struggles, inmost of all to volving William Irlmer and Judge
nigh; that the men performing the happy woman that
work of district attorney had to be be admired. Women who are trou- Archbald, ran throughout the contiiv'iieil men and that good salaries bled with nervousness, backache, the gress: and with their interesting perblues or other symptoms Incident to sonal phases helped to draw attenvrtH necessary to get them.
Mr. Barth entered the debate here female ills that drag a woman down tion from the actual 'legislative work
a
of the two years.
villi the declaration that the salaries to despair, should not. forget that
White congress passed an eight-hou- r
ComE. Pinkham's
were not too high but that their dis
Vegetable
law covering
all government
tribiiUon was unfair and unusual. He pound has brought health and happicontracts
the
women
in
more
have
to
ness
except on the Panama canshould
America
till
than
districts
thought
same salary all around and that not any other remedy and should at al, it took no action on three important subjects:
oil of it should go direct to one man least give it a. trial.
work- men's compensation, and anti-truwhen it was seen that a deputy would
he needed. He urged his former idea
Recommendations
were
j legislation.
made by a senate committee within
that separate provision for the 'payment, of attorney and deputy was the
t
me
Jaw, to restore compt- tiling.
'
.en.u r I Hftmon 4 II r d
conditions
itive
Mr. Mabry declared
and prevent monopthat he wan
J
f.M w.tfa
fctun. V
and
i.'l'H)-- ' "!
to the bill, not b a
the
hear fruit In legisoly;
may
they
A
i
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witnessed a struggle in the 6enate
between republicans and democrats,
that prevented ih,e confirmation of
the greater part of President Taft's
appointments.' With more than 2,000
appointments before the senate, democrats declined to permit action on
the great majority, and the result
will be that President Wilson will
fill the places after he comes into
office.
This factional struggle, coupled
with the internal democratic contest
for the organization and control of
senate and house under the new administration, injected the political
equation into the last sesb.'on's ,work
to an unusual degree. Several bills
that might have become law in the
closing days of this session have
been held back because democratic
leaders preferred to have the subjects carried over until a democratic
president, senate and house can have
an opportunity to carry out definite
legislative programs.
Important actions in the short session just closing include:
"literacy test" Immigration bill
passed, (but vetoed by President Taft
term
presidenitial
Single
amendment passed by senate.
Life prisoners in federal prisons
made eligible to parole.
s
Five-yea- r
closed season for
in
internathe
incorporated
tional seal treaty.
Federal control of water powers
defeated In the senate.
Manufacturers of foods required to
state the net weight and contents on
outside of food package.
Government authorized by law to
seize
goods as soon
as imported
United States.
intjthe
Lincoln memorial authorized to
cost $2,000,000
The democratic majority that took
control of the house when the congress organized Insisted on going
ahead with other features of tariff
revision, and passed wool, cotton,
free list and some other bills. All
three measures with the aid of the
progressive republican forces in the
senate, reached President Taft. They
were vetoed on the'grounSP'VU 'he
tariff board was condnctingVirfesti-gations- ,
the results of which must be
known before 9 proper revision of
the tariff could De made.
Legislative work throughout the
special session, and the long session
1911, and
beginning in December,
running through last August, included the following.
Increase in the Bize of the house of
p.no to
fro i
,35
representatives,
members.
Age and service pension law, increasing civil war pensions.
Eight-hou- r
law covering government contracts
six-ye-

fur-seal-

d

houses

have conducted

'he

follow-

ing:

Tariff hearings, by ways and means
committee, in preparation for new
democratic tariff bill.
Currency hearings, preparatory to
framing monetary reforms.
Investigation ot affairs of American Sugar Refining .company, and its
alleged domination cf the market.
Inquiry into the Titanic disaster.
Investigation of conditions along
Mexican border, and alleged financing of Mexican revolutionists by
Americans
"Shipping trust" inquiry, to determine extent of the common control
of ocean routes'
Investigations of Indian affairs, on
various reservations, and at Washington.

of
agricultural,
Investigations
treasury, and other government departments.
Investigation of land grants about
Controller Bay, Alaska.
President Taft has used the veto
power freely throughout the congress. Fully 20 bills have met his
disapproval, including democratic tariff bKlls, appropriation
bills which
contained commerce court, civil service and army
reorganization and
legislation of which he did not approve; water power bills in which
the principle of federal contro'i was
not recognized; and the immigration
bill containing the "literacy test"
feature.
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"WOOJTEX" and "PRINTZESS

garment

In these popular garments you are assured
and two full seasons' wear.

GAS

INDIGESTION,

OR A SOUR STOSMCH
"Pape's Diapepsln" makes your
ach feel fine in five
minutes.

Stom-

of exclusiveness

We now nave pn excellent variety cf Suits and Coats in these

popular makes in all sizes, colors and combinations.

COME IN AND TRY THEM ON

NEW DRESS GOODS and SILKS
are especially attractive this season and our store contains a

vari-

ety which insures an easy choice.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Marcn 3 Two
companies filed articles of incorporation in the office of the state corporation commission today. One w as
the Alton Live Stock company at
L. C. Smith as
Thoreau, naming
agent. The company is capitalized at
?50,000 divided into 500 shares at
The incorporators are A. B.
$100.
of Albuquerque,
L. C.
McGaffney
Smith of Thoreau, each taking
in stock.
The Wahoo Cattle company was
also incorporated with office at Fair-vieSierra county, with Frank H.
Winston agent The company is capitalized at $30,000 divided into $500
shares at $100. The incorporators
ar6 Frank H. Winston, Corne'iius P.
Sullivan and Ross M. "Atkins, each
taking 50 shares.

Slate of Ohio, city ofToledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of OXE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S

CATARRH CURE.
FRAXK .1. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribes,
in my presence, this Cth day of December, A. D. IS86.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interWonder what upset your stomach
nally and acts directly upon the
which portion of the food did the damblood and mucous surfaces
of the
age do you? Well, don't bother. If
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
your stomach is in a revolt; if sour,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
gassy and upset, and what you just
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiate has fermented into stubborn
pation. Adv.
lumps; your head dizzy and aches;
belch gases and erucate undigested
Children are much more likelv m
food; breath foul, tongue coated
contract the contagious diseases when
five
a
in
just take little Diapepsin and
they have colds. Whooping cough,
minutes you truly will wonder what
n re
diphtheria, scarlet fever and
sumption are diseases that are often
became of the indigestion and discontracted when the child has
a
Names Mr. Becker.
tress.
cold.
au
Governor William C. McDonald has thoritiesThat is why all medical TiYiiMillions of men and women today
say beware of colds.
know that it is needless to have a bad named John Becker, Sr., banker and the quick cure of colds you will find
stomach. A little Diapepsin occasion- merchant of Belen, delegate to the uorning Detter than Chamberlain's
Cough
It can always be deally keeps this delicate organ regulat- Federal Aid Road Fund convention pended Remedy.
upon and is oleasant and safe
which
meets
c.
in
March
Washington
ed and they eat their favorite foods
to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
State Engineer French has left for
without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care Washington where he will be kept A MESSAGE TO
RAILROAD MEN
of your liberal limit witl out rebellion; busy attending the same convention
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath, Me.,
if your food is a damage Instead of a and looking after other matters of In- sends out this warning to railroaders
terest.
everywhere. "My work as conductor
help, remember the quickest, . surest,
caused a chronic inflammation of the
Admission of Arizona
and New most harmless relief is Pape's Diapepkidneys and I was miserable and all
Mexico to statehood.
sin which costs only fifty cents for a
Foley Kidney Pills will reach your played out From the day I began
Use of poisonous white phosphorus large case at drug stores. It's truly individual case if you have any form tkirig Foley Kidney Pills I
began to
in match-makinprevented by exces- wonderful it digests food and sets of kidnev or bladder tronh's. nnv legain my strength, and I am better
backache, rheumatism, uric acid pois- now than t have- - hen fir twenty
sive tax.
things straight, so gently and easily
or irregular and painful kidney years."
Try them. O. G. Scliaefer
Pure drug law amended to prevent that it is really astonishing. Please, oning
action, iney are strengthening, to- and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
misleading labels on patent medi- for your sake, don't go on and on with nic and curative, and contain no habit
cines.
drugs. O. G. Scliaefer and
weak, disordered stomach; It's so un- forming
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Wireless communication brought necessary. Adv.
but never follows the use of Foley's
under careful regulation, ehe law reIt stops
Honey and Tar Compound.
quiring the wireless on all ocean vesChamberlain's Cough Remedy has the cough, heals the Bore and InflamTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
sels to be adequately amended.
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine won its great reputation and exten- ed air passages, and strengthens the
Government transports required to Tablets. Druggists refund money If it sive sale by its remarkable cures of lungs. The genuine is in :i yellow
colds and croup. It can be package with beehive on carton. Recarry an ample numbor of lifeboats. fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- coughs,
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross recognized officially as nature Is on each box. 25c.
dealers. Adv.
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
branch of government service in time
of war.
Federal relief given to 1912 flood
sufferers in lower Mississippi valley.
Commerce court and tariff board
virtually legislated out of existence.
Industrial commission
auihorized,
to study reiatiohb
between capital
and labor.
This congress has witnessed the
ratification of many important treaties with foreign nations. The arbiCAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
tration treaties with France and
$100,000.00
Great Britain, negotiated by Presi$50,000.00
dent Taft, however, were not ratified,
because the senate so amended them
that the president considered they
did not carry out the understandings
made with the two powers.
In the two years, however, the lol- J. M. Cunningham, President.
D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
lowing important agreements have
Frank Springer,
H. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
been perfected:
Pecuniary claims treaty with Groat
Britain.
North Atlantic
coast fisheries
agreement with Great Britain.
Fur seal treaty with Great Britain
Russia and Japan..
International wireless treaty with
leading foreign nations.
International war prize agreement.
International agreement covering
sanitary measures for the control of
epidemics.
General arbitration treaty with
S3O.000.00
France extended to 1918,
Office Willi the San Miguel National Bank
Copyright treaty with Hungary.
International agreement covering
assistance and salvage at sea.
Wm. Q. HAYUON
Investigations covering a wide
President
H. W. KELLY
range of Important subjects were
Vice President
conducted. In addition to those enumD. T. HOSKINS
Treasurer ;
erated (the "money trust" campaign
expenditures and
inquiries),
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
special coiiiniitieeK and the regular
KtamJins!
'iJiMiiiiilect
of the two
g
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ALL HAVE BEEN

BUT FOR.
REMAINS
NOTHING
THE OATH OF OFFICE TO BE
ADMINISTERED.

Washington, D. C , March, 3 Washington today is in readiness tor tomorrow's inauguration of President
Wilson, the first chief executive that
the democratic party has given to
the nation in sixteen years. Delegations of democrats and thousands ol
other visitors are pouring into the
capital, and the streets and hotels
are crowded with strangers. Streets
and buildings are decorated until
hardly anything except flags and
hunting is visible.
All tie mass of plans, worked out
in detail by a small army of commits
tees, among whom the labors were
divided, are complete, and all that is
now needed is propitious weather. In
all the leading features of the day's
ceremonies the etiquette and precedents established in previous years
will be followed. The program may
be summarized as follows:
At 10:30 o'clock tomorrow morning members of he congressional
committee will wait upon Mr. Wilson
at the Shoreham hotel to escort him
to the White House. A similar party
will wait upon the vice presidentelect, who is also stopping at the
Shoreham. The incoming president
and vice president will be greeted
by President Taft and in a tew minutes will begin the trip to the

There Is a strange, mysterious power
a remarkable blood medicine that finds
its w3 through the circulation by what
is known as livine selection. The remedy is Swift's Sure Specific, or S. S. S.
Science cannot explain just why certain elements in the blood feed the bones
others nourish the hair roots, and so on
And it is this same mysterious action ol
S. S. S. that attacks ail diseased spots,
drives away all germs, heals all sores
and supplants the activity of diHea.se
t'erms with the powerful healing action
uf leucocytes. Remarkable testimonials
bare been written that prove beyond
question there is no blood disease but
whnt can be cured by S. S. S. And in
all those canes that were treated with
mercury, iodides, arsenic, copper and
other minerals with ho permanent "effect,
the most astonishing recoveries have
been made by S. S. Si.
There is not a blood taint of any nature that can remain in a system forti-f.'by tiiis most vont'erful remedy, for
t
:.b?olutely pure and contains only
I.
elements that the blood naturally
and which the tissues grate-ij- It titfrcps with the most
Ktomru h, cen in those cases
':icte
'
he ti::t? cf strong drugs has so
K!ukfeMi t!;e diytstive system that
r.anp-be piven. Get a tl.oo bottle
H. S. tit any
of
drug Btore and thus be
s&sured of a complete cure of any erup-ivblood disease. If your case is peculiar and you desire special advice write
to The Swift Specific Co., Medical Dept.,
2 27 Swift
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
in

ti
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marine corps and the cadets from
will have as the West Point and Annapolis acad' The president-eiec- t
a special guard of honor the Essex emies. "
The next division will b,e given
County Troop of Newark, N. J., and
will have a over to the militia. The entire Nathe vice president-elec- t
similar escort consisting of the Cul- tional Guard of President Wilson's
ver Black Horse Troop from Indi- home state will be in line. Other
ana. President Taft, the president- states which will be represented are
elect and Senators Crane of Massa- Massachusetts, North Carolina, Pennchusetts and Bacon of Georgia will sylvania, Georgia, Maryland and Viroccupy the first carriage. With the ginia. The governors of a dozen or
more states will be in line.
"vice president elect will :lde SenaThe third division of the parade
tor Overman of North Carolina and
Representative Rucker of Missouri. will be given over to the G. A. R.
On arriving pt the senate wing of j and other patriotic organizations,
whTie the fourth division will be com.
the capital the president and
to
posed of civic organizations, mostly
the
will
elect
,go immediately
vice president's room. Committees political, from all parts of the coundent-elec- t
will go immediately to the try. In the lead will be 1,500 Tamviae president's room. Iommittees many braves in shining si'ik tiles.
will then escort the president and Prominent democratic organizations
president-elec- t
and the vice preside- of Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore
nt-elect
into the senate chamber, and other pities will be represented.
The college men's division will be
which 'will be filled with the members of both branches of congress headed by practically the entire studand the judges of the supreme court ent body of Princeton university.
Other institutions which will he repof the United States.
The oath of office as vice presi- resented are the University of Virginia, Johns Hopkins university, the
dent will be administered to Mr.
of Wisconsin
who will then deliver his in- University
George
augural address and administer the Washington university .nd Georgetown university.
oath of office to the senators-elec- t.
With the organization of the new senFifty bands end as many fife and
ate completed all of the participants drum corps will be in line. All along
inhe ceremonies will march to the the route will be stationed Boy
platform er,ected at the east front of Scouts, ready to ,rend,er first aid to
the, capitol, where the bic event of any of the marchers or spectators
the day, the actual swearing in of who may become ill. Ambulances
President Wilson, will take place and hospital attendants also will be,
The oath of office will be adminis- stationed at intervals along the line
tered by Chief Justice White. Presi- of march.
dent Wilson will then deliver his inAN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
augural address.
is
over the town and young
sweeping
When the inaugural
address has
and old are alike affected.
been concluded and the last cheer Honey and Tar Compound is aFoley's
quick,
has died away
President Wilson, safe and reliable family medicine for
cousrhs and colds.
A. S. Jones, of
Vice President. Marshall and
Taft will proceed to the White Lee Pharmacy, Chico, Calif., says.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
House for luncheon. Meanwhile the has
no equal, atid I recommend it as
will
be
inauguration parade
forming containing no narcotics or other
at the capitol. By the time the harmful properties. O: G. Schaefc.r
luncheon at the Whie House is com- and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
pleted it wil'i be time for the leadMANY A SUFFERING
WOMAN
ing figures of the day to take their Drags herself painfully through her
on
the
places
reviewing stand erected daily tasks suffering from backache,
headache, nervousness, and loss of
in. front of the executive mansion.
From a spectacular point of view sleep, not knowing her ills are due
to kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
the parade will be the big feature
Kidney Pills give quick relief from
of the day It will be viewed by sev- pain and misery, a prompt return o
eral hundred thousand American health and strength. No woman who
citizens, or as many as can pack suffers can afford to overlook Voley
O. G. Schaefer
ind
Kidney Tills.
themselves along the line of march. Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
chief
General
Leonard Wood,
Major
of staff of the United States army, A Cold, La Grippe, Then Pncumjnie
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
will net as grand marshal of the
Grippe
ouglvs hang on, weaken the
procession.
lower the vital, resist-encThe first grand division of the pa- system,R.and
t,
G. Collins, postmaster,
rade will be composed of the regular
N. J., says: "I was troubled
military and naval forces, including with a severe s. Grippe cough which
picked men of the jrmy, navy and completely exhausted me. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound soon stopped the coushing spells entirely. It
can't be leat."0. G. Schaefer and
COPA3.
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
nt
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By GEORGIA

Remarkable Action of a Remedy That Drives Every
Speck of Poison From
Body.

COMPLETED

RGF.r.'S UStD SAFETY PINS fi'DST SOUTHERN

ONE WITH A FUZZY HAT

Vcrst Err,.!:::

Many sufferers from rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief affordeu by
applying Chamberlain'a Lin.inent. Not
one case of rheumatism in ten requires any internal treatment whatever.
This liminent Is for sale by
all dealers. Adv.
Tou can say goodbye to constipation with a lear conscience if you
use ChamberlainTa
Tablet. Many
have been permanently curd by their
iiue.
For tale by all dealws. Adv.
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"Land cakes! There he comes
again, Susie! Why, you know the
one with the fuzzy hat an the plait in
his overcoat He sure has got his eye
on you! Testid'y when I come up to
the table to take his order instead of
you he was so upset he ordered raspberry sundae Instead of his usual
chocolate soda. An' raspberries out
for months Go on none of us will
Interfere you wait on him!
"Mebbe he's a millionaire. That
would be fine f&r Susie. Nobody can
act more like a lady than she can,
only she's got her hair too light. I'm
so glad mir" is a nachurl blond. Lilly,
see thrt old lady just coming in? The
one who looks as t'aough she was going to die in a minute or two, and
bought her clothes in the remnant
basement? Well, you listen to me
and she
that's old Mrs. White-Jonehas a million relatives waiting to get
their hands on her bank account, and
she's tough as a nut. Travels all over
the world alone at her age and never
loosens up a penny.
saen her nephew in here
"Y'ought-with her the other day. He helped
her out of the electric just as careful
as though he was afraid she might
accidently sink through the pavement
'Auntie, dear," says he, 'try arifCe
parfait with nuts you'll like it!'
'Young man, says she, 'pif3e parfalts
are 25 cents a piece, and as long as
I'm paying the bill I guess you'll get
along on a ten cent drink! Extrava
gance is the curse of the age!' And
then I'll bet she drove downtown and
bought a bushel of diamonds.
"Two v'nilia sodas and one mint
lemonade? Yes'm. No'm; there ain't
no strawberries now. Why, I don't
know I expert they get tired growing
!
this time of year.
"See that party in the blue suit and
feathers? She's mad because I can't j
pick strawberries offn the chandelier
for her. I'bet it hasn't been very long
that she had enough money to come ij
into a swell shop like this here one j
a
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"Yes'm, you ordered chocolate. Beg
pardon you said so distinctly. I didn't
hear you mention mint lemonade at
all. Well, of course I can change it
if you say so.
"No UBe trying to please that bunch,

ordering chocolate and then claiming
it was mint lemonade! Gee, this sort
of a job is fierce and wearin' on a
girl!
"Look there, quick! Just coming
in! That's Daisy Duberry, and she
draws $800 a week for doing a half
hour stunt on the stage! Think of
it! She doesn't look so much, but I
wish to goodness I knew where she
buys her complexion. Isn't It a
peach? I'm crazy about that hat she's
got on, and I'm going to fix my hair
like hers before I'm a day older.
"Oh, look at that! Kitty nabbed
her! 'Spose she thinks she'll get
tickets or something, an' I've always
waited on Miss Duberry whenever
she's been in! I'm going to tell Kitty
what I think of her! Jealous thing!
Not that I care for the tip she always gives it's Just the principle of
the thing!
"Think you're smart don't you. Kit?
I'll pay you back for Jumping my customers she Is, too! Miss Duberry is
a p'rticular friend of mine, I'd have

you know.
"Yes, sir; I was just on my way to
wait on that farthest table. Nobody
sems to pay attention to the new customers unless It's me. Not that I

I

j

j

Pins fashioned exactly like those of
today called by us "safety pins," have
been found in Roman and Etruscan
tombs, some being referred to a period
prior to the birth of Christ
The safety pin, it seems, was an article of common use In Italy long before the Roman empire attaiaed the
height of its glory. The material of
which they were made, however,
seems always to have been bronze.
The collar stud is another ancient
invention. While it is true the old
Romans did not make use of buttons
for the purpose of fastening their garments, and they v.ore no collars, yet
they possessed a sort of collar stud,
which was used in conjunction with
the safety pin in a number of ways.
Who would imagine that the little
paper fastener, with which we are
the brass device that holds a
number of loose sheets of paper together, was more than two thousand
years old? Yet such is the fact, since
iuch a device was employed by the
Reman soldiers of that era as an incidental of their costumes or uniform.
The belt of thin copper worn by the
old lpgions was fastened to a strip of
cloth, serving as a lining, with a series
of little bronze clamps precisely lik6
the paper fastener in principle.
Thimbles are ancient Some specimens are known to be 2,500 years old.
They are of bronze, and their outei
surfaces show the familiar indentations for engaging the Ifead of the
needle. These thimbles are precisely
.'ike ocx modern ones, except that they
have no tops to cover the end of the

Point Isabel, Tex. The most southern lighthouse upon the mainland In
the United States is one at Point Isabel, Tex., which Is situated a few
miles north of the mouth of the Rio
Grande. In the early days before other Texas ports had been developed,
and prior to the construction of railroads into the state, there was a heavy
traffic through the port of Point Isavessels
bel, and many ocean-goinmade this their regular stopping
The trade of the vast terriplace.
tory embracing much of northern Mex- ico and a big part of Texas flowed in
and out through this port, and the
lighthouse was a necessary beacon to
g
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Lighthouse at Point Isabel, Texas.
direct navigators in traversing the
waters of this lower part of the gull
coast It is now only occasionally
that a coastwise vessel puts in at
Point Isabel, but the lighthouse Is kept
faithfully guarded, burning brlghtlj
for such seafaring men as may chance
to pass this way.

reasonably healthful climate, not infected by swamp miasma, people sleep SHIP KILLS MONSTER SHARK
on the ground in the open not only In
safety, but with a distinct hygienic Passengers and Crew of Havana Liner
gain. It is particularly true of mounTell of Large Fish That Was
tain or high bill regions. Men, out
Seen at Sea.
camping, have awakened In the morning to find themselves lying almost imNew York. Passengers and crew ol
mersed in the water of sudden rains,
steamer Havana of the Ward line
and yet have experienced no ill effect. the
All of this leads us back to a previ- from Havana, brought a tale of a tre
ous statement that the system thrives mendous shark that came to an end
across the ship's bow. Captain Knight
w hen air has & chance to search, in
and circulate in contact with the flesh said it was the largest shark he had
ever seen, but could not give it exact
It stimulates 2nd electrifies.
length. A passenger, a real estate
dealer, with the ruling passion strong
at sea, said that if placed on land it
Evening Prayer.
We beseech thee. Lord, to behold us would have covered a plot 35 by 13
with favor, folk of many families and feet
Passengers promenading the deck
nations, gathered together In the peace
of this roof, weak men and women sub- about noon suddenly felt the ehlj
sisting under the covert of thy pa- slacken speed. Peering over the rail
tience. Be patient still; suffer us yet they saw an immense shark lashing
awhile longer with our broken pur- the water at the ship's prow Into a
poses of good, with our idle endeavors foam. The impact when the big fisb
against evil, suffer us awhile longer was struck was felt throughout the
to endure and (if it may be help us vessel, and the blow was sufficient to
to do better. Bless to us our extraop cut the shark almost In halt
The engines were ieversed, and the
dinary mercies; If the day come when
these must be taken, brace us to play boat finally backed clear of the shark
the man under affliction. Be with our which sunk While at Havana th
over
friends, be with ourselves. Go with steamer lost a quartermaster
each of us to rest; if any awake, tern board and the belief grew among ths
per to them the dark hours of watch- passengers that he had fallen prey to
ing; and when the day returns, return the shark, which bad followed the vesto us, our sun and comforter, and call sel in hopes that another victim would
us up with the morning faces and come Its way.
with morning hearts eager to labor-ea- ger
to be happy. If happiness shall COLLIE
DOG
SAVES
BOYS
be our portion and if the day be
marked for sorrow, strong to endure Charges Hungry Coyotes and Prevents
It Amen. Robert Louis Stevenson.
Death of Young Master, But Is
Fatally Hurt.
Liars Tagged Here.
Trinidad, Colo. Fighting to the
Dyaks, natives of Borneo, are ex- death, a Scotch collie
dog saved the
InSo
tremely truthful.
disgraceful,
lives of his two masters, Louis and
deed, do the Dyaks consider the de- Samuel Salvorno, ten and twelve
yeart
ceiving of others by an untruth that old, respectively, who were attacked
such is handed down to posterity by by three hunger-erasecoyotes on ths
a curious custom. They heap up a snow-claten miles southwest
plains,
pile of branches of trees in memory of here.
of the man who ba8 uttered a great
The boys were badly bitten by the
lie, so that the future generations Infuriated beasts and their clothes
his
wickedness and take were practically torn to ribbons. The
may know of
warning from it
dog was so badly lacerated it is dying.
The persons deceived start the
The children had been sent to an
tugong bula the liar's mound by uncle's ranch to get provisions. Half
a
heaping up large number of branch- way over the train they were attacked
es in some conspicuous spot by the by the coyotes. The collie
side of the path from one village to the beasts, killing two and charged
pursuing
another.
the third as It sneaked away. The
Every passerby contributes to it and dog is terribly torn, and it is feared
at the same time reviles the memory be will not survive.
of the man who told the lie. The
Dyaks consider the addition to any PENCIL CHEWING IS FATAL
tugong bula they may pass a sacred
duty, the omission of which will meet Springfield
Boy Who Swallowed Piece
with supernatural punishment
of Wood at School Four Years

.

Weekly

"Half a guinea," replied the doctor.
"Half a guinea!" exclaimed the man.
"For half a minute's work? Impossible!"
"Hut consider for a moment!" said
the doctor. "It's a salmon bone!"
"What has that to do with it?"
"Oh, a great deal," replied the doctor. "Had it been a halibut, or fresh
haddock, I should have charged less
perhaps 5 shillings. For codfish or
would have been ample
eels,
payment Mackerel 2 shillings. While
a red herring bone I might even have
removed free of charge. But salmon!
Well, really, sir, one has to pay for
these luxuries."
And
his patient paid. London
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Ago la Dead.

Springfield, 111. Myron B. Chapman,
aged fifteen years, son of Mrs. Elisabeth Chapman of this city, a student
in the public schools, chewed the end
of his pencil four years ago while in
school. He died from tuberculosis,
brought on by the chewing of the pen-ciHe swallowed a piece of the
wood. It lodged in the right side.
Physicians were unable to aid him.
Used Pig Skin for Grafting,
tfiddletown, N. Y. Three s"i.are
feet of pi skin were grafted mi the
Chest and shoulders of Clyde Rich,
aged twenty, who was k rumsiy
turned In an explosion in
Ycrii
four months ago.
N--

ant, "the bravest of the brave," brings
out some interesting facts.
This Frenchman was really a German. He was born at Saariouis, now
in Prussia, and then and always German. He spoke only German as a
with a
child.
He was
wide face, and round blue eyes. Five
feet eight Inches in height, he had
a short body and long legs. His comrades called him "le rougeot" which
was equivalent to "carrots' 'or "brick
He was forty-siyears old at
top."
Waterloo. So was Napoleon. So was
Wellington.
Michel Ney was a man who was
trained up to the hardships of a workman's life. His father was a cooper,
and in his boyhood work in his father's business he was accustomed to
toil and exposure. This enabled him
to sleep placidly in the snow on th6
return from Moscow, wrapped in hi6
cloak, "with the starved, ragged soldiers of the grand army keeping
guard, and the Cossacks prowling
around in the darkness."
x

Medical Fees in Bygone Days.
At the beginning of the eighteenth
century the usual fees to physicians
and surgeons in England were "to a
graduate in physick, his due is about
10 shillings, though he commonly ex
pects or demands 20. Those that are
only licensed physicians, their due
Is no more than 6 shillings and 8
pence, though they comomnly demand
10 shillings.
"A surgeon's fee Is 12 pence a mile,
be his journey near or far, 10 groats to
set a bone broken or out of joint and
for letting blood 1 shiling; the cutting or amputation on any limb, 5
pounds, but there is no settled fee foi
the cure." The system of regulating
the fee according to the pocket ot
the patient, remarks the Westminster
Gazette, is Umostraa old as history.

"
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Converted Into a Lookout
Station.

Ant-Hea- p

also be turned to practical account is
shown by the fact, that some surveyors In the Congo have converted
one into a look-ou- t
station.

SEEKS

LIFE

ENDING

NEVER

Dr. Alexis Carrel Hopes to Graft New
Nerves and Organs Into Dead (
' '
Animal Tissues.
i
An attempt to translate
death into life is shortly to be made
New York.

at the Rockefeller Institute for

Med-

ical Research in New York, according
to a statement made by Dr. Alexis
Carrel of that institution, who la la
!
Paris, on his way to America,
"I am about to endeavcr," ho said,
"to graft and transplant nerves and
organs connected with, the nervous
system. In this .connection, it Is suggested to me by Professor De Bove
that such experiments will strike
greatly the public Imagination. I haTe
already established the possibility oi
keeping alive life germs in certaia
J
liquids.
"A question now raised by Professor De Bove as to whether these
germa are capable of fertilization and the reproduction of spe
cies."
The experiments, which are to be caj
animals, will begin as soon as Doctor
Carrel reaches New York. If they
succeed along the line suggested by
M. De Bove science will have attained
an
dream of bridging deata
with, a chain of never-endinlife.
Doctor Carrel had gone to Paris
from Stockholm, where he experimented la company with a Swedish scientist He has with him cinematograpli
pictures of living tissues separated
from their parent organisms. It is
from these nlctures and the experiments they Illustrate that he argues
that nerve transplantation is possi'pse-serve-

age-lon-

g

g

ble.

Matrimonial Market
The Hitabadi and Basumati, native
Indian papers, publish between them
some curious instances bearing on
the state of affairs that prevails ii
the matrimonial market of the present day. Here is one of them: An
elderly gentleman of Cooch Behar, a
widower of slender means having a
marriageable daughter to dispose of,
.
was on the lookout for a sutable
But the prohibitive rates ruling in the market was aginst him,
and he at last hoped that with the
dowry he would obtain from the mar
rlage of his only son he would marry
away his daughter. But as ill luck
would have it, the boy died, and the
gentleman, finding no other way open,
was forced to enter into wedlock him
self for a second time in order that
he might marry the girl to his new
bride-groow-

brother-ia-law-

!

Hedgehogs Milk Cows.
A sporting incident on a farm at
Uffculme, in Devonshire, England, ha
revived the question whether or noi
hedgehogs under certain circumstances abstract milk from cows. A
farmer and his friend were shooting
rabbits when their spaniel bustled out
of the hedge with a hedgehog in its
mouth. "Kill the brute," called out the
farmer. "Hedgehogs have been a per
feet pest this year. They have been
milking my cows." The dog returned
to the hedge, where it caught five
other hedgehogs in quick succession
Many Devon farmers are convinced
that hedgehogs take milk from cows
when they are lying down.
They
have been known to kill fowls and
such innumerable eggs.
Peril of the Game.
"Making love is dacgerous,

WILSON

SMOKED ONLY ONCE

Admits It Hit Him With Disastrous
Effects and That He Never
Tried It Again.
Trenton, N. J.

The arrival

amber-stemme-

d

of a
meer

schaum pipe at the statehouse from
one of Wilson's Princeton friends
In Vicksburg, Miss., brought from the
president-elec- t
the confession that
once In his life, and only once, did he
smoke.
"It was this way," he said. "My fa
ther was a smoker of some atflilas
ments, and had got to the stage where
he liked a fat, black cigar. In hia
leisure hours, my mother took ad
vantage of his habit and employed lilm
to blow the pungent smoke over her
rosebushes to kill Insects.
'One day when he was not at home.
she suggested that I try it on one of
her favorite plants, and I obliged,
somewhat proudly. For five minutes
t steamed away like a furnace, and
then it hit me with disastrous effects:
I never tried it after that"
"And you never had any ambition
to learn smoking?" was suggested.
"No," he replied. "You see, I never
was forbidden to, so there wouldn't
have been any point to it."
Thug Wears a Skirt.
White Plains, N. Y. Miss LllUaa
O'Tcola reported to the police that eba
had been robbed by a womsn who
wore men's trousers under her hobble skirt The police later arrested a
man whom they believe wore a woman's hobble over his trousers, thus
posing as a woman.
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Nothing is safe from attack, with the
exception of iron and steel, though
curiously enough the ants devour only
that portion of an object which is not
exposed to the air. They will eat
away the soles of boots, leaving tha
uppers standing in their place.
In some parts, particularly In tha
convert an otherCongo, the
wise flat country into a hilly one.
Beautiful ferns and tropical flowers
cover these ant heaps. That they can

k GERMAN

A recent English book about Marshal Ney, Napoleon's herioc lieuten-

-

sunlight, during part of the day, fell

"Thank you, doctor!" he exclaimed,
much relieved. "I'll never eat salmon
again never! And with what ease
you removed it A mere minute's operation, was it not? How much a
what is your fee?"

Cape Town, Africa. Among the
most destructive of African insects

English Writer Makes Interesting Assertion About Most Prominent
French Marshal.

Why One May Sleep on the Ground In
Certain Localities Without Any
III Effect.

on the wall opposite and was reflected.
It was pathetic
NeverthelsBS, it is true that in any

freely.

SAYS

HEGEKERAT0R

In these days of apartments many
people must sleep r?.tb.r c!oo o the
The ventilation here cannot
ground.
be as good as it is higher and sun-- j
light is usually almost an impossibil-- !
Ity. The renting agent pointed out the
fact to a tenant the other day that the

A wealthy man, well known for bis
extreme stinginess, drove up hurriedly
in his carriage to the door of a celebrated doctor. He was In a state of
acute discomfort and fear, from the
simple fact that at the moment a
piece of fish bone was sticking somewhere In the region of bis throat. The
doctor removed the dangerous obstacle, and the gentleman breathed

Mail.

finger.

want to name any names, but there's
no use expecting Kitty to wait on any
one else, as long as Miss Duberry is
In here.
"Guess that'll hold Kit for awhile.
The old man's cross, and he won't do
a thing to her.
"Two maple sundaes and two hot
chocolates? Yes'm.
"Get next to my parties In the corner, girls. They made their hats at
home and they've got on rings enough
to light the shop if they were hung
up high. What do you make of that?
They must be somebody. Nobody but
big guns can be so contrarylike. The
others don't dare.
"What? Hot chocolate? Beg parcareful to
don, ma'am, I'm vur-rget my orders correctly, and what you
said was two maple sundaes and two
chocolate ice cream sodas. Nothing
was said about hot chocolate at all.
Rut, of course, we aim to please, ar.d
I'll change it for you if you insist!
"Gee! I wish women
wouldn't
change their minds so! They never
know what they order! Here, Joaie.
you take these hot chocolates to those
two vinegar cruets with the awful
hats and the rings over there I've
got to fix my hair.
"It's about time for that young man
with the lovely eyes to drop in fcr
his tea. I think he must be English",
and sometimes younger sons get to
be dukes, and things, you know
Where's my vanity case? Well, I like
your nerve, Susie! I
"Yes, sir, I'm attending to business
I didn't know you objected to a girl's,
sitting down just a minute when she's
worked till she's rrr.dy to drop!
New Use for Beggars.
"I'd like to hit him, I would! AlA hotelkeeper In the suburbs of
ways snooping around for fear we're
not earning our pay! Gee! The life Paris, having been much troubled with
we are leadiu' is a hard one for a mendicants, put a wheel near the entrance to the building, and above it
girl." Chicago Dally News.
was placed a sign reading: "Charity
both him who gives and him
degrades
Where Her Shoes Were.
who takes. Turn this wheel one hunDorothy,
aged five, was having
and get half a franc."
trouble assembling her clothes on dred times beggars
Numerous
applied for leave
arising.
to turn the wheel, until the discovery
"Why, where axe your shoes, was made that the force employed was
Dorothy?" asked mamma.
Utilized to draw water from a well
"I don't know, mummle." the
which served a practical purpose In a
I
saw
"But
gTavely replied.
orchard and hostelry. Taen,
them walking around with Margaret near by to the
story, no beggars
according
in them last night after I had gore
seen in the vktr.lty. Harper's
were
"
to bed
IriffcanapoliB News.
y
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That Many Familiar Articles Are of
Lighthouse Situated at Point Isabel, Doctor's Explanation of Graded Fees Surveyors In the Congo Convert Hill
Ancient Origin Has Been Proved
Ha to Satisfy Rich but ParsiBuilt by Insects Into a Look- Tex., Near Mouth of the Rio Grande,
by Finds Made.
monious Patient
Seldom Visited by Ships.
Out Station.
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CLASSED SALMON AS LUXURY
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"I've just heard about a fellow who while in
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ceilalnable.
The fact is that the
board never made any such payment.
A
1879
ESTABLISHED
The bond in question was gone over
Well-Lighte- d
and approved by a committee of five
or sis lawyers who were requested
OUTDOOR
Publiced By
by Judge Roberts to serve, and of
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
whom, If our recollection is correct,
(Incorporated)
Mr. Baca's friend, John D. W. Veeder,
store
is
and see if you do not unconsciously patronize
yourself
was one. That committee never
M.
PADGETT
EDITOR
M.
not
realize
now
attractive.
most
Why
your neighbor
charged a cent for Its services, nor
brightest
the
did the board ever pay one cent to
brilliant,
establishment
about
same
as you
inviting
the
feels
3
(Continued from Fage One;
any lawyer or any person on account THE FORUM OF LAS VEGAS IS
will
to
Fixtures
door
Electric
because
bring
your
do? Tungsten
FORMED
FOR PURPOSE OF.
of these services or for the approval
a
of
extends
hand
of
welcome makes
of the approaching procession was
genial
BETTERING COMMUNITY
electricity
the
of the bond. Again, Mr. Baca comgrateful glow
to the
Entered at the postotfice at East plains of the 13,090 acres of land
advanced
heard, Columbia
best
And
to
the
possible advantage.
yet, Tungsten
your stock appear
l?, Vegas, New Mexico, for transmit given some six ,or seven years ago Through the efforts of Rev. Dr. head of the ' steps. Simultaneously
Ycv. really should find out
economical.
most
are
Fixtures
EUctric
Ameri
tki-- i through the United States uiils to
today
Judge Hart in payment of his fees Jacob Landau, spiirtual director of with her advance two "igantic
a..-- fceonud class matter.
as attorney In securing the patent Temple Montefiore, there has been can flags were unfurled on either
how little it will cost you to use Tungsten Electric Fixtures in your store.
for the Las Vegas grant for this formed in Las Vegas an organization side of the broad platforms which
TF.RMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
community after bitterly contested which Is expected to be a potent fac- flank the steps. Columbia, then deDaily, by Csr'ler:
litigation covering many years and tor for the welfare of this communi- scended to the broad plaza below
y6
Per Copy
of ty. It is called the Forum of Las and, as the pageant marched slowly
running through the department
15
, We-the interior, the courts of the District Vegas and is composed of representa- by, she summoned from the classic .3
65
Month
shades, of the. heavy Ionic pillars that
of Columbia and the supreme court tive citizens.
SSE2E
Year
One
of the United States. This fee Mr.
The object of the organization is support the roof of 4he treasury
Dally by Mill
Baca seems to think was exorbitant to promote a true civic patriotism building, figures
representing justhe American winter wheat belt
WHITE SLAVE PROCURESS
One Year
tice, Liberty, Peace and Hope each
because the land appreciated in value and create a harmonious
3. In tie ar counted also in favor of tbe bears.
March
Colo..
Months
Trinidad,
known
the
of
well
woman
on
li
the part of all the people
represented 'by a
and Judge Hart afterwards sold it
lower to a shade
The opening was
for a good price. lie does not, how- community for the advancement of in society or Jn the professions. As rest last evening of Mrs. Anna Neary,
to 92, un92
a
at
started
have
up.
May
believe
authorities
they
the
ever, criticize the action of the board Las Vegas along even- line which will each character came forth she was
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
to
declined to
lower
and
in giving to hie friend and
prove of material and moral benefit attended by an, Imposing train of young woman who has been operating changed
GROWER
was
of
The
close
weak with
number
a
for
92H'i.
The forum will consider important graces, pages and subordinate fig- as a "procuress"
Mr. Veeder, 5,000 acres of land as an
One Year
.
of
loss
a
at
at
was
May
arrested
woman
The
Greeks.
91,
of
this
ures. As the tableau was gradually
attorney's fee in the same litigation. subjects taking in the welfare
lx Months
Because there you will have a
May corn opened a sixteenth to Vg
If there was anything wrong in this community and the country at large, built up around the figure of Colum- the result of testimony in the county
53
52
to
but
rallied
Y.
down
at
to succeed. There clichance
Bogue,
of
Marguerite
transaction it was o. the Veeder not not necessarily of a political charac bia, the actors In It went through a court Thursday
52
at
to
was
The
close
the
soil
and water, In coneasy
mate,
Mall
committed
Tor
Subscripevordered
in
was
who
Advance
of
trend
follow
the
series
of descriptive and classic
(Cash
the Hart end. So far as we have ter. It will
net lower.
junction with intelligent labor,
state industrial school for girls. The for May,
tions)
been able to ascertain Mr, Veeder ents and keep Its members Informed dances.
work wonders. A'falfa, fruits,
May oats, which started a shade off
old girl claimed that she had
Hemit by draft, check or money never appeared in any court and' regarding matters of national
The tableaux were artistic and inlive at 34, descended to 34.
to
Mrs.
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METHODISTS

PERSONALS
P. W. Doolin of Watroua is a visitor in the city today.
D. L. Fisher and wife are in the
city from Mineral HilL
Chria Goke left today for the Goke
ranch at Gallinas SpringB.
James Gibson of Wagon Mound was
a visitor in Las Vegas today.
Montoya
C. H. Kohn came from
.last night on a business visit.
Joe Darrell left this afternoon lor
Lamy on a short business visit.
busiP. Champion of Rociada was a
the
in
yesterday.
city
ness visitor
J. D. Hand of Los Alamo3 was a
visitor in the city yesterday and today.
John Tapen and William Reed left
today for Watrous on a short business

trip.

Vincent Ciddio came in last night
from Cimarron and will locate in Las
Vegas.
Upton Brothers came in last night
from Ute Creek where they have been
on a cattle buying trip.
W. 0. Bourne and party went out
to Canon del Agua yesterday in Mr.
Iiourne's Ford machine.
Mound
William Griggs of Wagon
ame in from that place yesterday
on a short business visit.
C. C. Robblns left yesterday afternoon for an extended visit with, hit
family at Los Angeles, Calir.
Joe Pugh and wife returned yesterday from Illinois where they have
been on a viBit with relatives.
E. L. Murphy, the well known business man of Shoemaker, was a business visitor in the city today.
Canirto Ramirez, postmaster at Ro
ciada, was a visitor in Las Vegas yes-to-(eiday. He returned to Rociada

STILL LEADING

-

Methodists
Baptists
Christians
Presbyterians
Y. M. C. A.

1

:.'L

0

2

2

.500

1

2

.333

3

.250
.230

Won Lost
2

0

1.000

Apaphes

1

0

1.000

1

0

0.
0
0

1

1.000
.000

i,

Comanches

1

1
Navajos
Methodists, 39; Presbyterians
Baptists, 32; Y. M. C, A., 26.
Seminoles, 14; Comanches, 1.
Pueblos, 13; Navajos, 1.

1

day.
Mr. and Mrs. David Rosenwald returned Saturday night from a visit in
Baltimore and other places in ths
east.
M. P. Cousins of the firm of Leonard and Cousins at Sands returned to
his headquarters at that place this
afternoon.
Mrs. Fred Anton returned yesterday from Springer where she has
been for the past few JayB on a visit
with friends.
Earl Breese returned
yesterday
from Brookfield, Mo., where he has
been on a short visit with his wife,
who is in that place.
W. H. Bundy came In from Santa
Fe today. Mr. Bundy- will deliver a
lecture at the Browne theater tomorrow night on "Who Created Hell?"
Dave Goldbaum, representative for
left
tho California Wine company,
yesterday for California after a short
visit with Charles Greenclay and fam-

ily.
E. G. Murphey left this afternoon

for Santa Fe to attend the meeting
of the state board of pharmacy,
which began at that place this afternoon.
C. T. Farley left today for Hot
Springs, Ark., where ,he wi'il spend
several days on a vacation trip. Mr.
Parley, who is proprietor of the Opera bar, has not been away from
Las Vegas for over two years.
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CAPITAL

Values

Off for Cash

VICTOR WINDOW SHADES
ALL SIZES AND COLORS

30g
35b

55c

For 6 ft. Hounted Shades
For 7 ft. Mounted Shades
For 7 Mounted ft. Oil Opaque Shades

the season defeated them. This oui;ht
to he the best game in the league
thus far.
The games next week will be
played on Friday night on account
of the Santa Fe entertainment on
Saturday night.

AMERICANTROOPS

God-spee- d

IN BATTLE WITH

.

MEXICANS
TQMOKKOW

ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED ARE
REQUESTED TO MEET AT
THE Y. M. C. A.

tt,

(Continued

From Page One)

hua. Although the Btate of Coahuiia
is In revolt, the city of Saltillo Is

quiet

Consul Holland reports sending au
tomobiles to bring stranded Ameri
Indications are that the women's cans from Cedral and Matehuela to
Saltillo.
physical culture class at the Y. M.
C. A. will attain Its maximum memberNo Juarez Troops Participated.
ship at the first meeting, which is
3. Colonel
Ei Paso, Tex., March
scheduled to be held tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock in the association Ejuan N. Vasquez, commander of the
building. All women interested In Juarez garrison, declares today that
the class are requested to he present none of his troops were, in the neigh
at that time. The membership Is lim- borhood of the shooting, and that he
ited to 25. After that number has has received no report of the inci
been reached no new members will dent
It was denied that the reports of
be received.
The class win meet on Tuesdays the affray between Mexican and
and Fridays at 9 o'clock a. m. It American troops at Douglas has had
will be In charge of a competent
any effect on the Juarez garrison.
The women will have the Colonel Vasquez intimated that per

use of the gymnasium and shower haps rural police had done the shoot
baths and are assured of absolute ing.
El Paso police and county deputy
privacy. A, fee of $5 for 1 course of
sheriffs have Investigated the affair,
25 lessons will be charged.
taking evidence that mounted men
Fred Yoakum and wite returned from the Mexican side fired rifles toside about 1
this afternoon from "Eos Cerrillos ward the American
where they have been for the past o'clock this morning.
few days visiting friends.
(
Judge Waldo, attorney for the San.
Return to Former Policy
ta Fe Railway company, left thiB afSan Diego, Calif., March 3. A re
ternoon for Santa Fe on a short "busi- turn to the policy of Porfirio Diaz, the
ness visit,
exiled dictator, was predicted here to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vasse will
day by General Francisco Herrera,
move to their new home at Rociada who has
newly received his commisshortly. Mr. Vasse only lately ac- sionsion from the government de fac
cepted a position at the Rociada to, and formerly a colonel In the army
ranch.
of the elder Diaz. Felix Diaz, said
Rev. Frederick Grim, who has been the
general, will follow In the footdelivering sermons at the Christian steps of his unclel All proper con
Tabernacle for the past week, left cessions to foreign capital will he
today for Jit, Louis. During Rev. encouraged in lower California and
Grlm's sojourn here 14 new members throughout Mexico.
were added to the Christian church.
Fears for Turner
H. G. Coors and his eon, H. Q.
Despite assurances from AmbassaCoors, Jr., returned last night from
dor
Wilson at Mexico City that John
Santa Fe where they have been atKenneth
Turner, an American writer,
tending the meeting of the democrat- is in no
danger, his brother, Ensign
ic central committee. II. G. Coors,
R. K. Turner of the destroyer Stew
Jr., left this afternoon for his home
art, now in port here, declared today
in Clovis.
that he had Inter information whi'b
gave him the gravest Jears for .Tolm
Owing to the absence of two mem- Turner's life.
bers the board of trustees of the
On recelptof this teleaiaihic inforLas Veyas land grant today postmation yesterday, V.usl.ju T.irner w lrponed its regular monthly meeting ed to
representatives .ni'l 'pen'atois at
for March until March 17, St Patthat his brother is still
Washington
rick's Day. Mr. Murphey, who Is an In
imminent danger of execution.
Irishman;- probably will celebrate on
that day, but the other members beMexico Says "Fire Crackers."
lieve they will be able to make him
Mexico
City, March 3. There is no
attend the meeting between times.
truth in the accounts published in
States of the killing on
Theodore Ilalnlen, aged 69 years, the United
federal soldiers with maby
Saturday
died Saturday night at his ranch at
100 mutinous irregular
of
chine guns
Mr. Ilalnlen had been i'il
Sapello.
had
who
fought under the
all winter, but only lately had he troops
Madero.
President
lute
a native
been seriously 111. He w
of Germany and nioved to New MexiMan is at Liberty
co in 1868, having Uvea at his ranch
at Sapello for the last 25 years. He
Mexico City, March 3. John Ken
is survived besides his wife by a son, neth Turner, the American writer, has
Charles Hainlen, who is employed' enjoyed absolute liberty since his rewith the Santa Fe Railway jnany lease by Felix Diaz, who had held
at Lamy. The funeral serrices wil'i him prisoner in the arsenal during the
be held at Sapello and burial will be battle in the streets between the federal and rebel troops.
there.
-
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Those who have had cakes ruined by jarring the
stove, slamming the oven door or a heavy footstep, may
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and .pastry when his oven
is being incessantly jarred and jolted and shaken by'the
motion of the train.
j
To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these conditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
its leavening gas-e- af
sustains the raise until the dough is
'
i
baked through.
"

H
i..

!

-

Dining Car Chefs have found a baking powder exactly suited
to their needs in K C and you will find it just as well suited to
your requirements. K C is really a blend of two baking powders,
one active as soon as moistened, the other requiring both moisture and heat to start thegeneration of leavening gas. No matter
how moist and rich you make your; cake, K C Baking Powder will
sustain the raise until a crust is formed and all danger of falling
Is past.
K C Baking Powder is pure and healthful. It is guaranteed
under all pure food laws, and is guaranteed to please you. And it
is sold at a reasonable priceno baking powder should sell for more.
54

Try a can at our risk and be convinced.
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(OMEN'S CLASSES WILL

FOilED

Attorney General, James SIcRey-lioldMany labor organizations throughof Tennessee.
out the country are arranging elaborSecretary of commerce, William
ate programs for Memorial Sunday,
Redfleld, of New York.
which the American Federation of
Secretary of the navy, Josephus Labor has fixed for May 25 this year
Daniels of North Carolina.
and the day will be generally
Secretary of labor, William B. Wilson, of Pennsylvania.
Mice Didn't Care.
Postmaster general, Albert S. Burl-2LitUe Dorothea la one of those chJV
son of Texas.
This leaves but one post, secretary Area whose danger signal is silence.
she la still, she is la mischief.
(Continued from page one.
cl agriculture, about which authorita- When
The other day her mother became
tive Information Is lacking. This, It aware of the (jniet which boded troufor the photographers bafore he was Is believed, will go to a college pro- ble. She was about to look for the
whisked away.
fessor.
child when, at that moment, Dorothea
A great cheer went up when the
came in, her face rosy with happiness
cars reached the station. The bright
Mr. and Mrs. C. Young of Iowa are and her mouth covered with crumbs.'
"Where have you been, Dorothea V
sunshine took away none of the sting !a the city and will locate here.
"What are yoa
asked her mother.
t
president-elecof the breeze and the
eating?"
is tellbuttond his black overcoat tightly
The Louisiana Press-Journ"Cheese," said the young lady,
about him. Almost before Mr. Wil- ing this yarn on the long suffering calmly
"Cheese? Where did yoa get It,
son had gained the platform a dozen "typef, aided and abetted by the
dearr
to grasp "copy cutter":
hands were outstretched
"la the mouf-trap- "
"A Missouri printer in making up
his. Before he had taken two steps
exclaim hei
"In the mouse-trap!- "
the town of Princeton was filing by hi paper In a hurry the other day
horrified.
mother,
a
and
announcement
and all man- got a marriage
wishing him
"O, yeth!"
ner of good luck. This kept up until grocer's advertisement mixed tp bo
"But what will the mice do? They
won't have any cheese."
it read as follows;
his arm was tired.
"O, dey dont care, mamma! Dey
"Bill Jones and Ida Gray were unit
As
the president-elec-t
stepped
mouSea la de trap, and dey
aloard the train the students gave ed in the holy sauer kraut by the was two
care
a bit"
didn't
wellMr.
or
a
barrel.
Jone- is
him a "locomotive" ye'iL
quart
10
rwr
at
cent
codfish
known
pmind.
of
a
This was the beginning
long
series of yells. Mr. Wilson smiled at while his bride has some nice pigs' iI
Toe That Rocks the Cradle.
each cheer, said that he wished he feet which will be sold cheaper than j
moA
probabIy
could give as good a cheer in return, any in town. We wish the couple & , ltl
cradie rockine device ever te3'
or employed In any part of the worii
and joined In some of the colfjge dozen small pears for 15 cents."
Is the one that has been adejteJ ty,
j
songs.
squaws of the Ew&,
"You will forgive me if I er ask the matter-of-fac- t
After thirty minutes of cheering,
now living cai
Indians
of
tribe
klutl
leather-lunged
ypu somethlngf somelfiing
handshaking and singing, a
Sotanbla.'
British
Vancouver
island,
"Sure I will. 1 knew you would be
Prlncetonlan who seemed to
The mother performs the double iz7,
he in charge of affairs grabbed a asking it soon."
of spinning and rocking her infant,
"Ah, you know what I am about snugly packed In a hollowed out craiia
megaphone and gave the order "all
to ask you? Your heart has told stuffed with cedar bark strips susaboard."
pended from the limb of a B&sli&C
The three locomotives attached to you what"
This is about the- most realistio repme
to
ask
"Sure.
You're
going
the heavy train began puffing and
resentation of the old nursery eong.
car
time
the last
goes by.
the cars moved slowly from the what
"Rock-a-by- ,
Baby, In the Treelcs" B
far known.
yardB; the wall of students uncovMother (after
pathetic
reading
The most striking part, however, I
ered and 500 voices joined in "Old
Nassau." Off came the silk hat from s1ry) Now, Reggiei, wouJdnt you timt the Indian mother tisea her tts
With a
like to give your bunny to that poor toe as the motive power.
the president-elect'- s
head; he stepped
and
limb
bent
to
the
attached
cord
saw
hasn't
who
today
near the edge of the platform and little boy you
the other end wound around her toe,
father?
any
thrust his hand far put, waving his
her dangling effsprinff to
he
Reggie (clutching rabbit) --Couldn't and swings
hat as he sang.
her hands entirely
leaving
fro,
we give him father Instead?
re for weaving. Christian Eersld.
On the baggage car of the special
were 25 suitcases, grips and trunks
and
belonging to the president-elec- t
his party. On the personal baggage
of the next president was written,
1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YODB DOOS
in his own handwriting: "Woodrow
s,

,
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Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero. Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batcbeior. demente Padilla, Jose A.
Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. EL Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix EsquibeL J. E. Brown, Bernhardt AppeL George H. Hunker.

s

WEDNESDAY

$13.85 For Smith's Seamless Brussels l7.50 Rugs
SlO.OO Values
7.95 For 9x12 Crex Grass
3.95 Fr 9x12 Japan Matting Rugs, $5.00 Values
8.25 For 9x12 Hodges Fibre and Wool Rugs, $11.00

.000
.000

Three runaway matches and one
good, clean, close game was the order of things at the basketball games
at the'Y. M. C A. Saturday night.
In the Indian basketball league,
the Seminoles beat the Comanches 14
to 1, while the Pueblos took the Navajos Into camp to the tune pf 13 to 1.
The Methodists, of course, won
from the tallenders, the Presbyterians, but they had to extend them
selves quite a little to run up the
score. The Methodists paid the little Presbyterians a fine compliment
in this game when, on account of the
surety of the Methodist's beating
them and also because of their own
crippled condition, two pf their best
men being out of the game, the Presbyterians requested that two
halves be played so that they
could get the "misery" over as quick
as jjossible. They both agreed. But
when the first half ended the Methodists found they only had nine baskets and one point against the Presbyterian's two points. This would
never do, so they "pranced" up to
Captain "Bill" Shillinglaw and informed him that the second half
must be of longer duration.
Now Captain "Bill" being of extremely good nature and feeling deep
down In his heart a real sorrowtor
his opponents who had' on'iy scored
19 points against his own team's two
points, graciously gave In. And then,
horrors upon horrors the "champs"
scored only one more point In the
second half than they did In the first
half.
The Baptist Y. M. C. A. game was
a good one and hotly contested
team sure
throughout. This Ba-ti- st
has made some big Improvements
and will have to be reckoned with
before the league season is over. After
up and down the score
board for the two halves, the Baptists
finaly nosed out a 32 to 26 victory.
Next week the Baptists play the
Christians, who In the first part of

zzd

CAPITAL S110.COO.00
. . .OFF1CKKS. . .

The sun said to the mud: "Get up and dust"
so say we to our Furniture and Rugs. With the
approach of Spring you will want a new Rug or
new Sha Jes. Look over our prices and see the
bargains we are offering

Pet.

Pueblos''--''

TRUST CO.

(El

Geo. HL Hunker, Vice President
John W. Harris, President
Qeofes Romero, Vice President
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
Cecilio Rosenwald. Secretary

From Our Carpet and Shade Department

Indian League Standing.

Seminoles
Iriquois

1

1.000

b

i

PEOPLES BANK

SPRING GREETINGS

Standi ng.
Pet.
Lost

1

DO YOUR. BANKING WITH
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEX.

ARE RUNNING AWAY FROM OTHER
IN SUNCONTESTANTS
DAY SCHOOL BASKETBALL.
School League
Won

fIVE

THE ROSENTHAL pposite
Y.M.C.A.

THE LEAGUE

Sunday

MARCH 3, 1913.

Wilson,

White

House.'- -

His Hat Bothers Him
There was no other address, and
Mr. Wilson laughingly let it be known
that he considered this quite sufficient The only thing that seemed
was his
to annoy the president-elec- t
high hat. He has repeatedly said
that he would never wear one when
he could avoid it. This was th unavoidable occasion.
Dined On the Train.
Baltimore, March 3 The Wilson
train reached here at 12:40 p. m.
and his family
The president-elec- t
hid dined as guests of the student
committee In a special dining car between Wilmington and Baltimore.
Cabinet Selection Confirmed.
Positive Information confirming
the selection of Vice Chancellor Garrison for secretary of war and Franklin K. Lane of California for secre-tarof the Interior, came from an
Intimate friend of the president-elec- t
In a most authoritative manner. The
portfolio of agriculture, It Is learned
from the same source, will probably
go to a professor of agriculture at
Missiourl State university. This 'portfolio is the only one not yet definitely decided upon.
Stale-A'de- d
Industrial i,lujols are
now. mainti nel in 19 Mass: jlnifiitj
communities.

ZZ.

OVERLAND

59 T

Telephone or call and we wilt have our demonstrator
show yni?.

Lss Vcnas Antcsofiife

&

Kacliine

Whalen,

Phone Main 344.

&

Co

Fooler Prtps

y

Cabinet Nearly Completed
Wilmington, Del., March 3. Jus
tice Charles Crant Garrison, of New
Jesey, is to be secretary of war and
at
Franklin K. Lane of California,
present a member of the Interstate
commerce commission, will be secretary of the Interior, according to un
questionable authority.
This information waa not obrtaiued
from President-elec- t
Wilson but from
an intimate friend who Is aboard the
Wilson train for a part of the journey
The same source of information gave
the remainder of the cabinet slate as
of state, William

Jen

Secretary
nings Bryan.
Secretary of the treasury, vijlia,n
of Now York.
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gers. "None of It now. I'll celebrate
with a meal and a nickel
show,
though. Why not? I've enough saved
for the wedding, and with that

Ct:"::rs

the

Tranp Happened

it Right Time to Save
His Friend.
Ey FLORENCE

Ton
kjearr

LILLIAN HENDERSON.
will be careful, will you not,
pleaded pretty Mrs. AlnBlee,

tie bride ot a year. ""If anything
should happen to you
"But nothing Is going to happen to
Kie, little chick," said bluff, happy
Bob, hi--r husband. "Now, don't go
worrying yourself to death and Imagining all kinds of disasters If I'm
cot home till midnight"
"Till midnight!- - Mrs Ainslee uttered a positive scream of affright
"Nearly two o'clock in the morn
ing, I should say," corrected Bob,
coolly. "See here, you sensible pet
pnee a year the managers at our establishment meet. Suggestions as to
Improving trade, getting acquainted,
promotions awarded and I expect
cne, mind you and real, good, jolly
fellowship all around."
"Oh, Bob!" gasped his anxious wife,
"it's the real, good, jolly fellowship
rm afraid of. Suppose "
Bob stopped her lips with a kiss
end laughed heartily.
"None of the dark shadows, wlfey!"
te cried staunchly. "I had my lesson
year3 ago. Cold water for me, every
time."
"Just think, though, If they should
tempt you, Bob!" persisted Mrs. Ainslee. "A dark Eight, a lonely neighborhood, miles away from home. Look
at that man I hire to do our chores,
asd think what temptation has
cost him."
"Eh! oh, yes," responded Bob,
glancing past the porch at a man piling up kindling wood In the back
yard. "Your protege, he looks fairly
comfortable, for all these temptations
you tell about"
"Just now, maybe, but he was a
Teck, and I reformed him. He looks
co comfortable," explained Laura
iAJnslee proudly, "because I give him
J1 your old clothes. He's waiting
ror the Eeason to pas3 to get the ones
wearing now."
'
"Oh, he is!" remarled Bob. "Well,
fie'Il have to ait two full months for
this one."
"He's patient, dear," eald Laura.
""Oh, Bob, I feel so pleased with old

r

jf

Staggers Only Grinned Hla Delight
Staggers, as they call him. He's
Klven up drinking and ia saving up
money. And what do you think! He
is actually talking of getting married
to a widow who owns & restaurant
car. I have an Idea he Is counting
on that suit of yours for the wedding."
"Well, good by," smiled Bob. "Home
he earliest I can, and clear water,
3ear, believe me."
A fine fellow of his word, honest
litBob went his way. A
tle philanthropist, Laura proceeded to
the yard.
"That was my husband, Mr. Staggers," she said.
"Yes'm; often seen him; often remarked how happy he oughter be
with a wife like you," bowed and
craped the politic tramp.
"That suit ha has on I told him
you were waiting for It"
Staggers only grinned his delight
At the announcement.
"You have made me very glad the
way you have Improved," commended
tbe lady.
"See here, mum," said the tramp,
"the fellow who wouldn't try and
make good ufter being treated like a
man as you have dona. Is no gentleman. That suit!" added Staggers
.filoatinfily. "say, I dream about It
.nights. I've sort of made It the top
My, won't I
tone Of respectability.
bine. Tm deeply grateful, mum, tru-3- j,
humbly grateful."
just as happy all
"Everybody's
Ground as they can be," murmured
Trs. Ainslee, as she went into the
;Louse. 'Til Just be brave till Bob
homo, If It's daylight Poor
.
he doesn't often stay out
l.'.s'
i
sftagrers finished his task. Then
;,a c iMe i round to the back door to
.
Mrs. Ainslee handed him a
r. t.
d

.

c,r..r.

was when that four bitfl
,. v
r.
want what I once thought
',as a r""l urn"," ruminated Stag
"T'-p-

3, 1913.

ELISSFUL SUPPOSITION
i

THE OPTIC

BEST GOODS ORTAt

suit!"

Staggers felt quite proud as he
thought of the anticipated garb. He
went to a restaurant, sat at a real
table, and did very finely on a twenty-cen- t
meal. Then he strolled around
tor an hour, and finally landed at a
nickel moving picture show.
Once settled In a comfortable seat.
Staggers was loath to give up the
lights, the warmth and the soothing
excitemnt He heard some one say
it was raining outside. Mrs. Ainslee
had given him an old umbrella, and
Staggers felt proudly that he did not
have to dodge the showers.
He sat through the performances
of the same thing over and over again.
It was eleven o'clock when he followed the crowd out to the street
It was drizzling a trifle. Staggers
started homewards. The streets were
pretty well deserted. As he passed
a
Bangs They tell me the crae for
hotel, several gentlemen came out .shook hands in part- bridge is dying out.
Wangs Yes; a friend ot mine says
ing, and one of them, turning up his
coat collar, started on at a breakneck it has gone on the shelf with ping
pace.
pong and toothpick shoes.
"Hello!" suddenly exclaimed Staggers with a start and a stare. "Why,
A DIFFERENCE
that's my suit!"
It certainly was Bob Ainslee. The
did not feel well enough acquainted to call after him. In feverish haste, however, he started In
weu-Know- n

ruADMAM

leader.
"Biff! bang "Police!" thus Staggers, hl3 umbrella swinging like a
flail, his voice braying out in a hoarse
war whoop. At the corner a policeman appeared.
The baffled hold-umen darted back into the alley. Bob
Ainslee picked up bis watch where it
had fallen when Staggers struck up
tne pilfering arm of the footpad.
why, my man! You arrived in
the nick of time, didn't you?" hailed
jolly Bob.
"Yes, sir. Umbrella, please, sir;
you're getting wet."
"O, never mind that"
'But It's Its my suit!" explained
p

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M. Reeular en
I

COLUMN
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Miss Black Mr. Brown, does you
know whut a bird ot paradise is?
Mr. Brown Well, of co'se I doesn't
know foh sure, but when I gits ter de
nex' worl' I wouldn't be a bit surprise
ter dlskuvah dat it was a spring chicken.
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munlcatlon first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in- -

CLASSIFIED ADVERVltfld.
Wm T . lmn..
TISEMENT
W. M., H. S .Van Petten,
Secretary.
Five cent per line eacti insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy leas space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- f
lines. Ali advertls ments charged
S5uIar conclave sec. d Tues-ywill be booked at space actually est,
nay in each month at Mawithout regard to number of words.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Cash In advance preferred.
Kinkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re-

pursuit

big-eye- d

mr.

WANT

p

"I've got to catch him," breathed
the ardent pursuer. "It's beginning
to rain harder. Bay, he'll
spoil my suit
How careless some people are!"
Bob waa aiming for a
trolley line
three blocks away. He had been a
crack sprinter at college. Staggers
naa 10 run to even match his
gait
The tramp was
with anxiety,
panting like a porpoise now, and perspiring.
"The rain will shrink it!" he gasped.
"If the colors should run, It's
ruined."
About to hail Mr. Ainslee, the tramp
broke into hla best run instead. Passing a dark alley. Bob was halted by
three footpads.
"Hands up, boss!" ordered the

V a

-

O. E. -- Meets

first and third Tueseach month at Woodmen Hall.
Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. A. M Adlw
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary

day evenings

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
ARCH MASONS RegiJar con
vocation first Monday in L. O. O. M008E Meets second an
fourth
each month at Masonic
Thursday evening
ear
month at W.- o. W. Hall. Visum
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
brothers cordially invited.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Dr. B
W. Houf, Dictator;
Blood, Secretary.
J. Thomhlu

Secretary.

VJanteU

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O.
Meets first and tnlrd Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
WAN TED Traveling men who are
Mrs. J. O. Rutledgo, Worthy Mamaking Email (owns and cross taij
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
stores to handle our new and
date pocket side line. Pays a com
Telephone Main 329.
mission of J4 per order. A winner.
For full particulars address Burd FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Mees every Monday
Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, 111,
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglai, avenue.at
8 o'clock.
WANTED Girl for general
house
are
Vlsidng
rrz&tw
work. Mrs. H. Raynolds, 1037
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
street.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer,
WANTED Housekeeping
Mr. Hall Roome Billboards are
work regvery annoying.
The Senator I've given the best
ularly or by the day. Telephone MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Landlady They don't worry some years of my life to the service of my
Vegas 292.
Meet in the Forest ot brotherly
people I know, half as much as board country.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
bills.
The Governor Given! You mean
on the sicond and fourth Fridays
sold!
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
THE USUAL WAY
FOR
RENT bulte
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
housekeeping
THE REASON
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
Visiting members are especially
50S Main.
welcome and cordially Invited.
E--

UBS

EAST BOUND

up-to-

J

TIME

LOCAL

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

9:10
4 . . .11:05
8... . 2:05
10... . 1:45
2

.

.

.

...

p. m.,
a. m.

...11:05

p. m.

.

WEST

Sev-enr-

No.
No:
No.
No.

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:33

.

3

.

.

7

.

.

9.

Depart
9:15 p.

p; m..

. .

.

..

:

p
2:10 a.

01-

2:10

m

p.

-

BOUND-- '

m...

p.

1:45 p.
6:15 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 p.

a. m...

m...

p.
p.

m...

ATTOKNKYK

Far Rent

HUNKER

George

& HUNKER
A. Hunk

Hunker Chester

H.

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

w

New Mexte- -

DENTISTS
Furnished rooms for J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
light housekeeping, modern, except.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
heat. 810 Lincoln avenue.
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
Office Telephone
Main 111
FOR RENT 5 room modern house.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
House
Main 1W
btaggers desperately.
Telephone
Inquire 825 Third street.
, cordially Invited. Isaac Appel,
"Eh? ha! why, it's my wife's nro- President; Charles Greenelay, Sec
tege, I declare! How came you
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat
here?"
retary.
Dentist
511
Ninth street.
Staggers explained. The policeman
Dental work of any description
was advised of what had happened.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN- moderate
Mr. Ainslee consented to get under
prices.
uil RENT Cheap, chicken ranch
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second
and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 131
the umbrella, but returned it with a
with 4 room cottage furnished, also
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
dollar to his rescuer when he reached
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
3 room cottage. Call 417
Eighth St
his car.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem"See here. Staggers," he said In a
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
When Burton Holmes recently gave
friendly way. "You call at my house
Devine, O. K.; Frank An geL V. S.
his celebrated travelogue on "Pantomorrow.
There will be something
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
FOR SALE Two dressers, two brass
waiting there for you."
was seriously lnterupted by continual '
Mrs. Ainslee beamed with delight
I.
beds
O.
O.
two sanitary cots,
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO, coughing of the audience. No one an.
complete,
Green
I
hear
home
your
country
as her husband walked into the house
two heating stoves, one cook stove,
L Meets every Monday evening at noys willingly and if people with
was burned down last week. Did yot
half an hour earlier than she expect
Katherlne He claims that a He ha
coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
save anything?
all
in
fine
their
condition.
hall on Sixth street All visit- in
715
Fourth.
ed.
never passed his Hps.
throat would use Foley's Honey and
we
Wise
in
succeeded
Yes;
brethren
getting
'You can pack up this suit for that
ing
cordially invited to
Kidder I suppose you haven't noTar Compound, they could
quickly
some
out
we
want.
didn't
things
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus cure their coughs and colds and avoid
active protege of yours tomorrow,
ticed that he talks through his nose. FOR SALT All household furniture,
Laura," announced Bob. "He's earn
piano, piano player and music.
Lehman, V. G.; T: M. Elwood, this annoyance. O. Q. Schaefer and
Adv.
ed it"
HE TOOK WHATDOOLAN LEF1
Mustb
e
1. Apply afsold
April
by
Secretary; Karl Wertzb Treasurer; Red Cross Drug Co
WHAT DID HE MEAN?
Then he told her. There were
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ternoons, 16 Grand! avenue.
thrills as Bob depicted the great rough
W. S. Skelton, a, merchant at Stan
and
throbs
of
as
he
footpads,
delight
FOR SALE Household furniture, one B.
related how her kindness to the tramp
P. O. ELKS Meets seeond and ley, Ind., says he would not take
relief a single box ot
had prevented a robbery, possibly
dining room set, 2 bed room suites,
fourth Tuesday evening of each $100.00 for thePills
gave him. "I had
worse.
Foley Kidney
one range, one heating stove, l brass
month Elks home on Ninth street a severe attack of kidney trouble with
And that was how old Staggers won
2
bed, four rugs 9x12,
center tables,
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- sharp pains through my back and
his weddlu? suit
one Davenport, five willow rockers,
could hardly straighten up. A single-boers are cordially Invited. P. D.
(Copyright 1912, by W. a. Chapman.)
of Foley Kidney Pills entirely repictures, etc. All in first class conExalted Ruler; D. W. Con-dolieved
me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
as
new.
102
dition, good
Pecos aveWherein We May Glory.
Secretary.
Cross Drug Go. AAV.
nue,
208.
Phone,
Vegas
We are often accused by other nations of being a boastful people. In
FOR SALE 25 cases of good eggs
reality we are modest We say little
1
about giving to the world a rifle as a
J5.50 per case or 20 cents per dozen. Meridian Restaurant
military weapon, or conferring on hu2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
20o per 100 lbs.
manity the boon of anesthesia, or rev1,000 lbs. to 2,000 b., Each Delivery
25a per 109 Km.
olutionising naval architecture, or pro200. lbs, to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
FOR SALE Horse, harness and two
30o
pep 100 lew.
the
cotton
ducing
gin, the sewing maSO lbs. to . 200 K
Each Delivery
.... 40o per 100 lbs.
buggies. Inquire 716 Seventh St
chine, the telegraph and the teleLess, thus 50 lbs. Each Delivery
sOo. per 1S Mm.
phone; but we might as well carry
our heads a little higher when we reflect that we gave to all the nations
of the earth that noble ideal ot an edFIRST class room and board, in- ucated womanhood, and not only
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors ot Natural Ice the Purity and
Willow Weeds Sure, an it's mighty
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
Miss Gusher OU! how I wish I
pointed but led the way. toward the hard to be left a widow!
could paint a pretty facet
Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
Lasting
realization of It.
Faix! an' It's niesilf that
McCarthy
De Auber (the artist)
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
You FOR 11.50 per acre the Big Four "30"
The exercises at Mount Holyoke knowB
It, ma'am. Didn't Dan Doolan wouldn't if you possessed
I
one
Gas
Tractor
will
did not merely celebrate the seventy-fiftplow your land;
lave me hiB? Bad cess to hiiii!
birthday ot a woman's college;
any depth desired. Free harrowing.
AWFUL
they commemorated the birth of an
Virgil H. Campbell,
Mountalnalr,
Idea. Youth's
HEALTH CURE
FOR RENT
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Companion.

Pal Revealed.

The manufacturer threw a belligerent chest.
"Arrest 'em," he said. "It I had my
way I'd arrest every blighted labor
agitator in the United States."
A gaunt figure with a skull in place
ot the head rose exultantly.
"Then arrest me," it cackled, capering. "I am the original stirrer up of
those who do hard labor. I am the
ancient breeder of discontent tbe
father of anarchists, the agitator of
agitators. Arrest me."
"But who are you?"
"I am Hunger,"
"Tut tut!" said the manufacturer
pleasantly. "Why should I arrest my
best and chiefest Labor Agent" Life.
Couldn't Fool JImmle.
Teacher Away back In 1776 Washington was the nation's champion.
Jimmie Aw! Watchu giving us?
The Washington team never won the
championship. Judge

runs

New Mexico.
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You iudae a man not hv wlm
'has
promises to do, but by what
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Urdwood Finishing, Paper Hp.nrlnj
and G3axtn.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,

Own
what do you
recommend as a Lenten diet?
Doctoi' Cutting out everything
tbe tip to the waiter.

5

Market Finders

o

MOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Doctor,

ANT Ads
Are Best

E

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Judged
ny tnis standard nas no superior. Peo-Dieverywhere sneak of It in thu
hlghost terms ot praise. Fer sate by
all dealers. Adv.

PETER P. MACKEL

Dickson

AGUA PURA COMPANY

'est

Plana

Sld

.

AUTOMOBILE,
Manager Great Scot! Ain't you
ready to open the side-shoyet?
His Assistant No; we can't find
the sacred ci.nitil'8 uump.

Old Town

.

CARRIAGE

SIGN PAINTING

N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

Classified

ads. searoh out the people to whom among all at
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to aomeoas
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (sad
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyr.s, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-
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Your business and your city is by the use of correct business stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas climate, people and
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

regarding the community.
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LOCAL NEWS
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o'clock this evening.
Light
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Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

i
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Byron J. Reed has moved from 905
Third street to 718 Columbia avenue
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Frank Fries, baker for Boucher's
grocery, was indispesed today and unable to be at bis shop.

J. H. Stearns,

Grocer

THE OLD RELIABLE

bain' wagon
A

f

Blackburn, stenographer for
and Company, is the
father
an eight pound son,
of
proud
born to him and Mrs. Blackburn this

Sole Agents

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FR.OM

S

PASTEURIZED CR.EAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

At The Home of

the Best of Everything Eatable

JUST TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS

I

Kelly

n

DEATH COSIES TO KIRS.

urday afternoon at the court house their marriage.
to Juan Roybal, aged 21, of Plaza
Ms. Cleven ger's maiden name was
del Llano, and Rufina Sedillo, aged Edith Hildebrandt
She is survived
19, of San Antonio.
besides her husband, who is a conductor on the Santa' Fe railway, ' by
The first of (a series of meetings a son three days old, her mother,
for instruction
in congregational Mrs. Anna Hildebrandt, and a brother
singing will De held tonight at 7:15 Frederick Hildebrandt, , who were
dclock in the Temple Montefiore. here at the time she died;
August
Rev. Dr. Jacob Landau is anxious and
Adolph Hildebrandt, brothers and
that a large number of the members Mrs. Frank Wopat and Mrs. Henderof the congregation he present.
son Heim, sisters, all of whom reside
in Chicago. Mrs. Clevenger was well
Wilhelm Wackman was arrested known in the city and has many
Saturday night by Officer Nqrris at friends who mourn her sudden death.
the Santa Fe station on the charge The funeral will be held tomorrow
of drunkenness arid making unneces afternoon from the family residence
sary noise around the Castaneda. He at 2:30 o'clock. Rev. Norman Skin
was tried this morning by Judge D, ner will conduct the services. Inter
R. Murray and was fined $5 and costs, ment will be in the Masonic ceme
Waiikman is a German
and was tery.
strongly opposed to going to jail when
arested. Officer. Norris experienced
some trouble before the man
was
FEBRUARY WEATBEB
p'aced in the lock up.
'
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CHASE (.
Coffees or TofS
WHEN YOU AltE.TIR.ED
Just Try

Thcm--Thaf-

All

is

IH

Jy,

the clothes last longer."
This is the remark we hear
every day, and It pleases ua
and repays us for the effort we
have made to bring our

ROUGH DRY

THERE

A
DEFISLIGHT
WAS
CIENCY IN MOISTURE AND

GRAAF

I

BAMRD

J.

Into popularity,

STORE

COAL AHBW

Our new iresh hot air drying
Is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we Iron
the flat pleceB wash, dry anJ
Iron the flat work.

TRV US ONCE

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
.WH0
foot

L

Las Vejjas Steam

ES A LE A&D RETAIL

etst? Lm Wt
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RECORDS
THIRTY-ON-

LJ Ui W

S

?

- none M.'itnitt

Laundry
Phone Main 81

617 Douglat Axe

NEW

E

MEMBERS

JOINED THE Y. M. C. A. DUPING LAST MONTH.
Though February is the shortest
month in the year It witnessed the
'largest increase in membership that
the Young Men's Christian association has ever experienced in any one
calendar month of its existence.
new membership tickets
Thirty-on- e
were Issued during the month by
Secretary Phil LeNoir. Twp members removed from the cuy, making
the actual gain in membership 29.
To Assistant Secretary Walter Burns
Is due a great dea'i of the credit for
the increase in membership. He is a
former Santa Fe employe and was

Instrumental in February in bringing
in fifteen of the railroad boys. The
Santa Fe employes on the roils now
number 45. They arc desirable members, as they are strong and husky
and take a great interest in athletics.
The Y. M. C. A. is providing for them
a homelike club house In which they
can "clean up," rest and enjoy themselves after their trips upon the
road.

Not even during membership campaigns has the Y. M. C. A. record received so many new names as during
the month just past. This is an encouraging sign and shows the association is becoming more appreciated
by the people of the community.
The attendance showed a great increase during the month. The attendance by classes was as follows:
business men,
134, average of 11;
seniors. 97, average of 12; students.
56, average of 7; juniors, 272, aver-agof 34: nasketball practice, 161;
individual exercise, 28; morning Santa Fe men's class, 21. Nine hundrel
baths were taken in the building dur- lng February, an increase of 200 over
January. The attendance at the various classes showed an increase of
210 over the attendance In February,
1912.
The total attendance for the
month, Including Santa Fe concerts,
use of the reading rooms, occupancy
of the dormitory, Santa Fe saf'ty
inciting and so forth, was 3,800, or
a daily average of 126.
Secretary LeNoir and the officers
of the association are greatly p'ieased
with the progress made.

V

f

til

The month of February was nllgab-lbelow the average )r, rainfall anJ
tempertaure. The mean maximum.
temperature fo. the mouth was 49.4
degrees. The mean minimum was
lS.fi degrees. The mean, temperature
for the month was 34 degrees, the
normal being 34.3. The highest
temperature was 67 degrees on
the first of the month and the minimum was zero on the third of the
month. The greatest dal'iy range was
155 degrees.
The total precipitation for the
month was .83 inches, sllfihtly below
the normal, whinu is .90 inches. The
greatest precipitation in 21 hours
was .10 Inches on February 23. The
total snowfall for the month of February was 12.1 Inches, and there
wfie five days with .01 dpfirpcs or
more precipitation.
this
During
inonth there were 16 clear days, six
partly cloudy days, six cloudy days
and one fop;, which was on the fifth.
This report was made by Volunteer
Observer .T. C. Raker at the Normal
University.
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STIRG1S

Steel-Go-Car- ls

The Best and Cheapest
on

V Be Sure and See the

the Market

New Styles

V

NEW SILVER GREY CARTS
NEW REED SIDE CARTS.

All With the Sturgis Luxury Back

J. C LocaJ
Johnsen

&

Son

Exclusive Agents.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, AssagHut Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,00

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on J line Deposits
SCR

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NOLVE IN THE CAN

"HUNTS QUALITY
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

4.

flllS"

LYE-PEELE-

'

f

TOMORROW

at the

f

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

Y. M. C. A.

4.

Boys' "gym" class 4:30 o'clock.

Basketball practice.
Baptists 7 to 8 o'clock.
Christians 8 to 9 o'clock.
Methodists 9 to 10 o'clock.

Insist on "Hunts" If you we.nt the highest
quality in canned fruits

k.l H. STEARNS

A new postoffice has been estab
lished at Center Valley, Dona Ana

county. Ell Newson has been appointed postmaster. Annie Costales
has been appointed postmaster at
Dona Ana and Robert Lee Hand has
been appointed postmaster at La
Mesa.

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Use The Best At
All Times

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

;;

.

FEMfELL

Some four years "ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

TEMPERATURE.

maximum

THE

ALL

NORMAL

..

ucn prefer Steam Laun- dry service to home 'launder
ing, the color is better and

FORMER

A. F.

Gross

The Commercial club directors will
meet tonight in the club rooms. All
101,11) I LtVKMit H
members are requested to be present.
The new secretary will officially take
office tonight.
WIFE OF POPULAR SANTA FE
CONDUCTOR DIES EARLY YESEarl Norton, who was seriously in
TERDAY MORNING
jured In au automobile accident In
Las Angeles last week, is reported to
At 6:10 o'clock yesterday morning
be improved, his condition being past Mrs. Edith A.
of
Clevenger, wife
the danger point
Lowry Clevenger, died after a short
illness. Mrs, Clevenger was 38 years
To the ladies. We would be pleas- 6f age and was ,born in Wisconsin.
ed to show you the Ford car. Send She spent her younger days in Chi
us your address and we will call with cago and moved to New Mexico seva car. W. O. Bourne, Agent, Foun- en years ago, residing in Albuquertain Square. Adv.
que until 1911, when she was married
to Mr. Clevenger on August 23. The-- 1
A marriage license was issued SatClevengers have resided here since

Gross, Kelly & Co.

r

FEBRUARY BROKE
1

Fied Xolftte Is Installing a new
The board of directors of the Las
front porch at his residence at 807
Vegas hospital will meet tomorrow
Douglas avenue.
afternoon, at 2:20 o'clock at the lis
The Friendship club will meet with pital. All members are requested to
Mrs. Ensign, .716 - Grand avenue, be present.
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
The board of county commissioners
Chester Wadsworth of the Nagel met in regular March session this
and Buhler barber shop Is 111 today morning at the court nouse. Busiwith an attack of rheumatism.
ness transacted was of a purely routine nature.
The Fraternal Brotherhood will
meet tonight in its lodge rooms. All
Jose Y. Lulan, the West side grocmembers are requested to be present er, has - filed suits in the district
court against tnree insurance comFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
panies, in an pffort to collect the full
in the wood. Direct from the distil- amount of
policies held by him upon
lery to you. At the iobby, of course. an adobe building at San Igna no
Adv.
which was destroyed last Juua. The
companies mentioned in the suil j arc
Manuel A. Sanchez has applied at
Assurance company,
the court house for $2 as bounty on the
Hartfori Fire Insurance com
a wild cat killed by him in precinct
pany and the Westchester Fire ii.tur-anc- e
No. 22.
company. In the two communes
first mentioned Mr. Lujan alleges he
Benigno Gonzales of Hilario this had policies on the
building amountmorning applied at the court house ing to fl,lG0 each and on the furfor $2 as bounty upon a coyote niture
amounting to $40 each, 'n
killed by him recently.
the last mentioned company he al
leges he had a policy of $1,100, in the
Thirty Mexican laborers left yes- building and a
policy of $S0 on ;fce
terday for Colorrlo where they will furniture.
Mr. Lujan
asserts Die
be employed on the section by the
notified of the
companies,
though
Santa Fe Railway company.
fire, have refused to adjust Irs
claims. His attorney is O. A,
The Business Men's Athletic club
will meet tonight at the O'Malley
gymnasium for practice. All members are requested to be present.

1913- -

Yesterday morning fU1' tourist
cars of soldiers from New York
passed through en route from New
York to San Francisco.

British-America-

A-'-

3,

morning..
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JAMS

We did so because.. we ,believed that then as now we were
conforming to the wboye main principles of modern dairying designed.Jto, prevent the entrance of bacteria into the

...

milk- -

That we were Yight was proven in the government
tlte-hghe-

PRESERVES
Made"

PURE FRUIT
AND SUGAR

st

stable.

The very onsanifa'ry

"Just Like Home

in-

spection of the next .year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored
chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or

y( yery common

condition of exposing milk to

the air of the dwelling housb' becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterlas of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutts. Almost every dwtlling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then tho dust nd
odors from the cooking and lining and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean plce for milk until it is bottled and sealed.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
Lets

South Pacific St.
Vegeva

FUl--

Phoi

CORBETT
Prop.

E.

Main 312

"The Coffee Man

EVERY

IT HEADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

